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The benefits of band structure engineering, as well as compatibility with standard 
silicon (Si) technology, make fabrication and characterization of Si-based group IV alloy 
intensive research activities. The effect of rapid thermal processing (annealing and 
oxidation) on the structural, electrical and optical properties of strained Si1−xGex and 
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys is the main concern of this thesis. 
Various kinds of structural characterization techniques such as XRD, FTIR, TEM, 
XPS, SIMS and Raman spectroscopy were performed on as-prepared and rapid thermal 
processed Si1−x−yGexCy alloys. For the as-grown sample, incorporating substitutional carbon 
(C) into the Si1-xGex system can either partially, fully or over compensate the compressive 
strain in the layers. The substitutional C is not stabilized when the processing temperature 
is higher than 900°C. The substitutional C can change to the more stable β-SiC phase as 
well as out diffuse as CO or CO2 (oxidation case). The loss of substitutional carbon is 
responsible for the strain change of a thermally processed sample. Similar to the oxidation 
of Si1−xGex, the direct oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy also leads to germanium (Ge) pileup 
at the oxide/epi-layer interface. 
Electrical characterization of rapid thermal oxides grown at different temperatures 
(1000°C and 800°C) on Si, Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy alloy has been carried out on MOS 
capacitors. The C-V measurements of oxides grown at 1000°C revealed that the interface 
state density increased from 3×1011 to 3×1012/cm2eV with the C concentration increasing 
from 0 to 1.84%.The observed negative fixed charge density ranged around 1.5×1011 to 
2.0×1011 /cm2. This confirms the Ge pileup also happen at the interface/epi-layer interface 
 v
in SiGeC system. Compared to oxide on Si1-xGex, high temperature oxidation of 
Si1−x−yGexCy sample generated the C-related defect that can be electrical activated at high 
temperature, which lead to the quite high effective doping concentration.  
Oxides grown at 800°C showed the interface density was in the range of 
1012/cm2eV for Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy samples. Compared with oxidation at 1000°C, a 
proper low temperature oxidation recipe can prevent the huge doping concentration in the 
Si1−x−yGexCy sample. I-V characteristic of oxides grown at two different oxidation 
temperatures showed a better insulating property of the oxide grown at 1000°C. The high-
field conduction mechanism of oxide grown at 1000°C followed the normal Fowler-
Nordheim tunneling. The barrier height of tunneling and electrical breakdown field 
decreased with C concentration, which implied a rougher interface. The charge-to-
breakdown (Qbd) also reduced as C amount increases, which infer that C outdiffusion is 
related to the formation of trap and conductive path in oxide. 
The optical properties of as-grown and rapid thermal oxidised Si1−xGex and 
Si1−x−yGexCy films were characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). The reduction of 
transition peak amplitudes with increase of C concentration is due to the alloying effect and 
stoichiometric deformation of the films. The detailed lineshape analysis results revealed 
that C incorporation shifted the E1 transition to higher energy at a rate of 42mV/[C]%. The 
boarding factor also increased from 0.137eV to 0.197eV as C concentration varied from 0 
to 1.84%. After RTO, the top oxide layer, with thickness comparable to optical beam 
penetration depth, was the main cause for the different measurement results (the bi-layer 
assumption used in SE measurement is no longer valid). Compared with the as-grown 
sample, the lower energy of E1 transition position and increase of refractive index (n) in the 
 vi
RTO substrate (with oxide etched away) were mainly attributed to the Ge pileup at the 
interface, which was in agreement with structural analysis. The dependence of E1 position 
on the C amount was no longer valid after oxidation, which confirmed the C loss observed 
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Over the four decades, the development of microelectronics has been dominated
by Silicon-based technology [1]. The rapid development of epitaxial technology
successfully provided the high quality strained silicon-germanium (Si1−xGex) film on Si
substrate about ten years ago, which opens a new era of Si-based band-gap engineering
[2]. Figure 1.1 shows the potential SiGe system integrated with matured Si CMOS
technology [3].
Fig. 1.1 The integrated silicon chip of the future. CMOS, HBT/bipolar, SiGe quantum devices, SiGe
detectors, SiGe waveguides and a light emitter all on the one chip[3].
The easiest transistor to integrate with CMOS is SiGe heterojunction bipolar
transistor (HBT). The smaller bandgap of SiGe, dominate valence band offset in
Si/SiGe system as well as graded Ge profile base (shown in Fig. 1.2) make Si/SiGe/Si
n-p-n HBT transistor much superior than homojunction Si bipolar junction transistor
(BJT)[4]. It offers three key three advantages: 1) a reduction in base transit time result
2in higher frequency performance (e.g. fT, fmax), 2) an increase in collect current density
and hence current gain with low intrinsic base resistance, and 3) an increase in Early
voltage at a given cutoff frequency. Compared to III-IV compound semiconductor, the
material cost of SiGe technology is much promising (Tab. 1.1). SiGe Microsystems Inc.
believes that the major cost addition in SiGe BiCMOS technology come from epitaxy
only adds 15% to the total cost. Research devices with fT up to 120 GHz [5] and fmax up
to 150 GHz [6] have been demonstrated although BiCMOS integrated processes for
production show more modest values of around 50-60 GHz [7]. Numerous
commercialized applications of SiGe HBT are already available, a summary of
selectived circuits and their performance are given in Tab. 1.2 [8].
Fig. 1.2 Si BJT and SiGe HBT band diagram [4]
Table 1.1 1995 prices for different semiconductor materials [3]
3Table 1.2 (a) SiGe circuit fabricated before 1995, selected SiGe circuit fabricated recently
[8]
The application of SiGe strained layer in MOSFET is still in development stage.
There are two major types of MOSFET configurations [9].
1). Strained SiGe p-MOSFET?The smaller mobility of hole than electron
make pMOS transistor about 2 to 3 times larger than nMOS transistor in CMOS
circuit. The ability to match p-channel device to nMOS would be of significant
benefit to CMOS performance. A strained SiGe channel grown below the gate oxide
(Fig 1.3) [10] with a higher hole mobility is an ideal way to achieving this. The
4highest hole mobility extracted by Voinugescu et al. [11] from this type of
heterojunction MOSFETs was as high as 400 cm2/Vs.
Fig. 1.3 (a) A fully pseudomorphic pMOS layer configuration with typical design parameters. (b)
The quantum well for holes and inversion of the strained SiGe layer under a surface Si[10].
2). Strained-Si n-MOSFET and p-MOSFET:  The tensile strained Si grown on
relaxed Si1-xGex buffer layer offers both mobility enhancement for electron and hole.
Both n-MOSFET and p-MOSFET are built using this material system. Figure 1.4 [15]
show the device structure of n-MOSFET fabricated on strained Si/relaxed Si0.8Ge0.2 and
Si control sample. The effective mobility at high field enhanced by 75% compared to
the epi Si control device. Surface roughness also plays an important role on mobility
enhancement for both electron and hole. Figure 1.5 [16] shows that CMP buffer relaxed
Si1−xGex can improve the electron and hole mobility enhancement factor up to 120%
and 42%.
5Fig. 1.4 Device structures for n-MOSFETs fabricated on (a) strained Si/relaxed Si0.8Ge0.2 and (b)
unstrained Si (“epi Si control”). In-situ doped boron profiles and thin Si0.8Ge0.2 boron diffusion
barriers were designed such that the doping profiles below the gate were well matched for the two
structures after device processing [15].
Fig. 1.5 Effective mobility as a function of effective electric field. Under an electric field of up to
~1.5 MV/cm, mobility in the strained-Si devices increased by 120% and 42% for electrons and
holes, respectively, over the universal mobility[16].
Although Si1-xGex alloys demonstrated various important applications, the
Si1−xGex on Si system has some severe limitations [17]. There is a critical thickness for
perfect pseudomorphic growth. The layer thickness has to be kept below a critical value
6for free tuning of crystallographic and, therefore, some electronic devices cannot be
made with such a small film thickness. On the other hand, the main band offset between
Si and strain SiGe is located in the valence band. Hence, this system is much better as a
hole channel than as an electron channel.
Recently, the addition of substitutional carbon to Si1−xGex provides a new path
for band structure engineering [17]. Some advantages of adding carbon (C) have been
demonstrated. First of all, photoluminescence (PL) measurement has shown that
substitutional C reduces the strain in Si1-xGex at a faster rate than it increases the band
gap. Thus for a given band gap, it is possible to obtain a more thermally stable film
using Si1-x-yGexCy rather than Si1-xGex. Both John [19] and Mocuta [20] demonstrated
Si1-x-yGexCy–channel p-MOSFET with improved thermal stability. Another observation
is the suppression B diffusion in Si and SiGe by adding low concentration (less than
0.2%) substitutional C [21]. It provides a wider process margin and flexibility, and
substantially enhances the high frequency performance of SiGe HBT [22]. These
advantages have made the growth and characterization of Si1−x−yGexCy an intense
research topic over the last five years.
1.2. Research Objective
It should be mentioned that, however, there are still challenges in the application
of the Si1−xGex/Si system, particularly in the higher Ge fraction system. This comes
from process related problems such as the higher strain and lower equilibrium critical
thickness [23]. The formation of dislocation and strain relaxation has deleterious effects
on the device performance [9].
The growth of a high quality gate oxide is an essential step in the fabrication of
any metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) related device [24]. This proves to be somewhat
troublesome in Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy systems. Basically, to avoid strain relaxation
7and dislocation formation in Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys, only low thermal budget
process should be adopted [25]. However, the device performance requires the high
quality oxide for surface passivation with lower interface state.
Regarding the thermal stability of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys, considerable
work have been done using conventional thermal process. Rapid thermal processing, as
a low thermal budget technique, is widely used in the manufacturing of advanced
semiconductor devices [26]. For a thin strained layer, a short high temperature process
may be desirable. While some work of rapid thermal oxidation on Si1−xGex have been
reported [27-29], to the best of our knowledge, little work [30, 31] has been reported on
the rapid thermal annealing or oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy film.
Therefore, this study will concern with characterizing the material properties
(structural, electrical, and optical) of as-prepared and rapid thermal processed (oxidation
and annealed) Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys grown by RTCVD.
The structural properties of the as-prepared and rapid thermal oxidized (or
annealed) RTCVD grown Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy films have been investigated using
high resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), secondary ion
mass spectrometry (SIMS) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) techniques.
The interface properties of the oxide/epitaxial layers were examined by
capacitance-voltage (C−V), capacitance-time (C−t) measurements and deep level
transient spectroscopy (DLTS) on MOS capacitors. The current-voltage characteristic
and constant current stressing were performed to check the bulk oxide properties.
The optical properties of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy films were monitored using
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE).
81.3. Structure of thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the benefits of using strained Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy
alloys and their growth methods. This is followed by a review of previous work done on
the characterization and thermal stability of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
Chapter 3 provides the theoretical backgrounds of some analytical techniques
used in this work. These include HRXRD, DLTS and SE.
Chapter 4 presents the process and experimental details used in this work, such
as the sample preparation method and the parameters used in the structural and
electrical characterizations.
Chapter 5 presents the structural characterization results on as-prepared and
rapid thermal processed Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
Chapter 6 summarizes the electrical results of rapid thermal oxides grown at
different temperatures.
Chapter 7 presents the optical characterization results of as-prepared and rapid
thermal oxidized Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
The conclusions and some suggestion for future work are presented in Chapter
8.
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Chapter 2  Review of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloy
2.1 Introduction
The principal method of integrated circuit device performance improvement has
been a reduction in device dimensions [1]. In a field-effect transistor, the improvement
comes from a reduction in the channel length, while in a bipolar transistor, the base
width is reduced. However, it has become quite difficult to obtain substantial
improvements from one generation of device technology to the next now as the
fundamental limits of scaling are being reached. New methods have to be put forward to
continue the improvement in circuit performance.
Using new materials with higher carrier mobility provides a possibility [2]. As
far as the carrier mobility is concerned, compound semiconductors (e.g., GaAs) have a
higher carrier mobility than those of Si and germanium (Ge) [3]. However, there are still
advantages in fabricating devices with higher mobility using Si-based material, because
Si has several advantages over other semiconductors [4]. The abundance of Si in the
earth’s crust, along with the relative ease of crystallization and purification, make it an
economical substrate. The good mechanical property of Si also plays an important role
with the rise in the number of process steps and wafer size. The ease of forming silicon
dioxide (SiO2) from Si serves not only as an outstanding dielectric but also an important
masking material. In order to take advantage of Si technology, it is necessary to find a
method that enhances its electronic properties. The most direct method of growing
compound semiconductor on Si substrate is not successful due to the nonisoelectronic
property of Si as a dopant.
Germanium (Ge) and carbon (C) are two group IV semiconductors. From the
parameters shown in Table 2.1 [5], the misfit between Ge and Si is 4%. The misfit
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between Si and C is around 52%. The band structures are also different among Si, Ge
and C or SiC, which opens the possibility of heterostructures. It is also possible to form
SiGe alloys due to their isoelectronic properties. Thus Ge and C are two semiconductor
materials which offer the possibility of integration into the mainstream Si technology
[6].
Tab.2.1 Properties of group IV elements and compounds
Property Diamond β-SiC Si Ge
Atomic number 6 -- 14 32
Covalent radius (Å) 0.77 -- 1.17 1.22
Lattice constant (Å) 3.5668 4.3596 5.431 5.657
Bandgap (eV) 5.48 2.2 1.11 0.664
2.2 Review of Si1−xGex strained layer
The low lattice mismatch with Si and complete solubility in Si make Ge an ideal
element to form an alloy with Si. Different growth techniques of strained Si1−xGex
layers have been employed. The improved technique of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
has been, by far, the most popular technique [7, 8]. Other notable techniques include
limited reaction processing (LRP) [9], and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques
such as low temperature ultra high vacuum CVD (LT-UHV/CVD) [10] and rapid
thermal CVD (RTCVD) [11].
When considering an alloy between Si and Ge, it was been found that the alloy
lattice constant follows the Vegard's law (the bowing effect in Si1-xGex system is very
slight, it can be ignored to first order) and is given by
xaaaxa SiGeSil )()( −+= (2.1)
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where la , Sia , Gea  are the lattice constants of the epitaxy layer, Si and Ge, respectively.
As a result of the difference in the lattice constants between Si1−xGex and Si, it is
possible to obtain a strained or a relaxed film during heteroepitaxy [12]. As long as the
compressive strain in the film is maintained and the atoms remain aligned to the Si
lattice, a pseudomorphic or commensurate film is grown.
Fig. 2.1 The growth of strained or relaxed Si1−xGex alloy on Si substrate
As the film thickness increases, the stress in the film accumulates. When the
film is grown beyond its critical thickness, defects are nucleated to relieve the strain
energy, leading to the incommensurate or relaxed film. Fig. 2.2 shows the critical
thickness of Si1−xGex films as a function of the Ge mole fraction.
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Fig. 2.2 The critical thickness as a function of Ge concentration for various growth temperatures [5].
Generally, the curve labeled as 900°C agrees closely with the calculated
equilibrium critical thickness. For a given Ge mole fraction, films grown below this
thickness do not have any strain-relieving defects. For Si1−xGex films with a higher Ge
amount, the equilibrium critical thickness is smaller than what is the normal range for
device application. It is possible to increase the critical thickness by growth at a lower
temperature, which is known as the metastable critical thickness [13]. If the film is
epitaxially grown in the metastable regime and the subsequent processing temperature is
elevated significantly beyond the growth temperature, the film will relax.
2.2.1 Band alignment and electrical properties of strained Si1-xGex system
There are different structures of SiGe/Si strained layer [84, 85]. We will discuss
two examples in the following sections:
(1) SiGe strained layer on Si substrate
When a thin film with larger lattice constant, i.e. SiGe, is grown
commensurately on a substrate with smaller lattice constant, i.e. Si, the film will retain
the in-plane lattice constant of the substrate and there is an extension normal to the
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interface. Therefore, the film is under a biaxial in-plane compression strain. The band
offset is shown and it is known as type I straddling alignment (Fig.2.3 (a)). The entire
band offset occurs in the valence band while the band offset in the conduction band is
small. This type of structure is favorable for hole confinement to form a 2 dimensional
hole gases (2DHG).
                                    (a)                                                                                           (b)
Fig.2.3 Band offset of (a) strained SiGe layer on unstrained Si substrate and (b) strained Si layer on
unstrained SiGe virtual substrate [84].
 (2) Strained Si layer on relaxed SiGe virtual substrate
A smaller lattice constant Si epilayer will be under a biaxial tensile strain when
it is commensurately grown on a larger lattice constant relaxed SiGe virtual substrate as
a result of biaxial in-plane extension of the Si film and a compression normal to the
interface. This is known as type II staggered alignment (in Fig.2.3(b)). A large band
offset is obtained in both the conduction and valence bands. This allows both electron
and hole confinements in the strained Si layer. Most of the time, electron confinement is
more favorable and a 2 dimensional electron gases (2DEG) is formed.
It was observed that these strained layers exhibit hole and electron low field
mobilities which are superior to those found in bulk silicon. See a comparison at 300K
in the Table. 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Carriers’ mobilities comparison for different materials structure at 300K
Electron mobility (cm2/V.s) Hole mobility (cm2/V.s)
Bulk Germanium 3800 1800
Bulk Silicon 1300 500
Tensile strained silicon 2800[86] -
Compressive strained SiGe
- 800[87]
The increased carrier mobilities can be attributed mainly to two sources: a
reduction of the in-plane carrier effective mass and a reduction of intervalley scattering.
The presence of strain resulted in the lifting of the degeneracy of the bands of interest
(i.e. the valence band in compressively strained SiGe on Si and the conduction band in
tensile strained Si on a SiGe virtual substrate). Consequently, this leads to a reduced
effective density of states (DOS) in the strained layer channel [88].
Fig.2.4 Energy band structure of a 2DEG in a tensile strained Si [84]
Referring to Fig.2.4, strain lowers the energy of the two valleys with their long
axis perpendicular to the 2D growth plane of the strained Si epilayer (i.e. [100]) relative
to the other four valleys (i.e. [010] and [001]). With this energy lowering, only the two
fold degenerate valleys are occupied at room temperature. As a result, the effective
mass of the 2DEG is lowered from 0.33mo to 0.19mo in the 2D plane. For example, low
temperature 2DEG mobility as high as 125 000 cm2/Vs was reported in [89] and room
temperature 2DEG mobility of well over 2000 cm2/Vs has been measured [86, 90].
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On the other hand, the reduced intervalley scattering as a result of strain lifting
degeneracy eliminates the portion of the phonon spectrum that could otherwise interact
with carriers. This is expected to have effect on the amount of velocity overshoot and
was shown using Monte Carlo simulation for 2DEG in tensile Si channel [91, 92]. High
mobility 2DHG and low hole effective masses (0.044mo) have been demonstrated in
strained Ge channel on graded SiGe buffers at low temperature [93]. In the case of
strained SiGe, the strain removes the degeneracy between the heavy and the light hole
bands and spin-orbit band moves further down. This reduces the inter-valley scattering
of the holes hence increases the in-plane hole mobility.
2.2.2 Local structure of Si1−xGex alloys
Raman scattering is a powerful method for probing the defect-sensitive as well
as the intrinsic properties of semiconductor [14]. There is one allowed Raman line in a
diamond-type semiconductor in the absence of external stress.
A typical Raman spectrum of Si1−xGex alloys, shown in Fig. 2.5, consists of
three dominant Raman lines. The first order Raman spectra of SiGe alloys exhibit a
single peak at 520 cm-1?400 cm-1 and 300 cm-1 [15]. These are attributed to the Si-Si,
Si-Ge and Ge-Ge bonds, respectively [16]. The dependence of the Raman peak
frequencies of crystalline SiGe on composition and strain has been the subject of many
reports on bulk materials [16-18] and epitaxial layers grown on Si substrates [19-23].
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Fig. 2.5 The first order Raman spectra of Si0.67Ge0.33 layer grown on Si (001) [21]
The Raman frequencies of the Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge peaks for bulk
(unstrained) Si1−xGex crystal vary linearly with the Ge, x, fraction according to the
following relationship given by Tsang et al. [21]:
ωSi-Si (cm-1) = 520 - 68x (2.2)
ωSi-Ge (cm-1) = 400.5 + 14.2x (2.3)
ωGe-Ge (cm-1) = 282.5 + 16x (2.4)
The above relationships were confirmed experimentally by Olivares et al. [18]
on polycrystalline Si1−xGex from solid phase crystallization of LPCVD film.
The same Ge concentration dependence on Raman shift for strained Si1−xGex
alloys was given by Lockwood et al. [19] as
ωSi-Si (cm-1) = 520 - 68x - 830σ (2.5)
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ωSi-Ge (cm-1) = 400.5 + 14.2x - 575σ (2.6)
ωGe-Ge (cm-1) = 282.5 + 16x - 384σ (2.7)
where σ is the lattice-mismatch strain between the Si1−xGex alloy and Si.
Other spectra features from second order effects in the Raman spectra were also
studied. These are the Si local-vibration mode at 390cm−1 [24] and at 460cm−1 [17]
caused by the three and four Si nearest-neighbor atoms. The Raman activated phonon
modes at about 400cm−1 [24] and 455cm−1 [25] were attributed to the Si-Si pair. Since
these peaks are only a result of second-order effects, their application in the
characterization of Si1−xGex alloys is still under investigation [25].
2.2.3 Oxidation of Si1−xGex alloys
A high temperature process in O2 ambient is inevitable in the fabrication of
MOSFETs [26]. Hence a considerable amount of research has been carried out on the
oxidation of Si1−xGex alloys. Note that most of the work focused on the thermal budget
in order to preserve the strain and crystalline quality of the epitaxial layer [13].
The furnace oxidation studies by LeGoues et al. [27] and Eugene et al. [28]
showed a pure SiO2 layer with a Ge-rich layer at the oxide/Si1−xGex interface. It was
explained based on the theory of binary alloy oxidation and the consideration of large
difference in the heat of formation of SiO2 and GeO2. Rapid thermal oxidation of SiGe
films was examined by Nayak et al. [29]. They also reported a Ge segregation at the
oxide/Si1-xGex interface. As far as the oxidation kinetic is concerned, both furnace and
rapid thermal oxidation demonstrated an enhanced oxidation rate on SiGe over that of
Si in wet oxidation. This could be due to the suppression of interstitial Si by the
presence of Ge [30] or due to the catalytic action of Ge [31].
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Eugene et al. [28] monitored the effect of Ge fraction on the composition of
thermal oxide. It was found that for Ge below 50%, a pure SiO2 layer is formed and Ge
pileup occurs at the interface. For Ge above 50%, two Ge-rich layers were formed with
one at the oxide/substrate interface and the other at the oxide surface. Paine et al. [32]
showed that a high pressure and low temperature oxidation can cause Ge to be
chemically incorporated throughout the oxide as GeO2 and the Ge pileup at the interface
was greatly reduced. UV-assisted oxidation at room temperature by Agarwal et al. [33]
demonstrated the formation of a two-phase oxide consisting of SiO2 and GeO2. Other
low temperature oxidation studies on Si1−xGex alloys were carried out by Li et al. [34],
Mukhopadhyay et al. [35], Saha et al. [36] and Ray et al. [37] using the electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma, ion beam oxidation and microwave plasma
oxidation, respectively. The oxidation temperature in these cases ranged from 150°C to
200°C. The compositional analysis showed the formation of fully oxidized Si1−xGex
without Ge segregation.
2.2.4 Electrical properties of Oxide/ Si1−xGex system
Thermal oxidation of Si1-xGex leads to a Ge-rich layer at the oxide/epi-layer
interface. The resulting stress gave rise to dislocations in Si1−xGex and voids at the
interface [39]. Although Ge is being rejected by the oxide, one cannot ignore the
possibility that the oxide might contain less than 1% of Ge. For a 10nm oxide film this
would still amount to a surface concentration of 1014 cm-2. If the Ge is electrically active
in the form of trapping centers, this will result in a very large fixed charge and interface
trap density [38].
Even for low concentration (111) oriented Si1-xGex samples (Ge concentration of
0.1 to 1%), the interface trap density upon dry oxidation and post-metallization
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annealing is higher than that of pure Si [39]. The interface state density increased with
the Ge-content; and tends to be larger near the valence band than near the conduction
band. The interface traps can be passivated by a post metallization anneal (PMA) at
500°C. Most of the fixed charge was eliminated by annealing in N2 at a temperature
above 900°C.
A study of oxidized (111) oriented Si1−xGex samples with higher Ge
concentrations (2.5 and 4%) shows similar temperature dependence, i.e. a decrease of
trap density and (negative) fixed charge density with increasing oxidation temperature.
Wet oxidation leads to a larger amount of negative charge than dry O2 oxidation [40].
As far as thermal oxidation of strained Si1−xGex samples is concerned, negative
fixed charge above 1012cm-2 and interface states above 1012cm-2eV-1 were reported by
LeGoues et al. [27], Caragianis et al. [41] and Nayak et al. [29] using furnace, high
pressure and rapid thermal oxidation, respectively. The breakdown field of the oxide for
positive gate bias (for electron injection from n type substrate) was strongly reduced. It
is most likely that the lowered electrical strength is related to the reduced Si1-xGex –
oxide barrier (2.2eV) compared to that for Si-SiO2 (3.1eV). This was reported by
Hashemipour et al. [42] from Fowler-Nordheim injection and photo-response
measurements of dry oxide (1000°C) on samples with low Ge concentration. The results
of LeGoues et al., Caragianis et al. and Nayak et al. indicated that the nature of the
oxide/SiGe interface is considerably different from that of the Si-SiO2 system.
Ahn et al. [43] designed a new experiment to check the effect of segregated Ge
on the electrical properties of the SiO2/SiGe interface. They first performed the normal
high temperature oxidation and measured the capacitance versus voltage (C-V)
characteristics of the thermal oxide. The oxide was then etched away and a layer of
PECVD oxide was deposited on the etched epi-layer to isolate the effect of segregated
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Ge on the interface properties. From their XPS analysis, sub-oxide (SiOx, with x=0.5,
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0) structures were responsible for the increased negative charge near the
interface. They proposed a mechanism for the generation of fixed charge in that the
oxygen in the Ge pileup region forms Si-O-Ge bonds. The weaker Ge-O bond can be
easily broken leaving a Si-O- dangling bond and elemental Ge. The Si-O-dangling bond
assumes a negative fixed charge state by trapping an electron. Further DLTS
experiments [44] revealed the existence of two peaks at energy levels of 0.23eV (D1)
and 0.40eV (D2) below the conduction band edge. The first one is the interface state
attributed to the Si-O- dangling bond, and the second one showed divacancy which is
related to a bulk trap. The density of D2 traps can be reduced by a low temperature
PMA.
The electrical properties of oxides grown using other low temperature methods
such as microwave plasma [45], ion beam [24] and UV-assisted oxidation generally
showed relatively good interface properties (interface density of the order of
1011cm−2eV−1). This was due to the relatively low Ge segregation at the interface. But
the poor bulk insulating characteristics (electrical strength 5-7MV/cm) were attributed
to the low temperature oxidation process.
Other researchers deposited different types of dielectrics such as SiO2 [46, 47],
Si3N4 [48], and even high dielectric constant material (ZrO2) [49] directly on Si1−xGex.
The MOS device performances were similar to the low temperature oxidation samples.
2.2.5 Optical transition of Si1−xGex film
The band structure of a semiconductor alloy is quite critical for its electronic
properties. Spectroscopic ellipsometry provides an easy and non-destructive way to
monitor the interband transition between the conduction and valence band [50]. The
basic band diagrams and definition of various interband transitions (such as E1, E0’,
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E1+∆1, E2 etc.) are presented in Section 3.3.2 in Chapter 3. Humllek et al. [51] studied
the optical spectra of polycrystalline and single-crystal Si1−xGex using spectroscopic
ellipsometry. They revealed the compositional effect on the optical transition of
Si1−xGex. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the E1 transition energy shifts from pure Si to pure Ge as
x increases. The dependence of E1 on x provides an efficient way to determine the alloy
composition x. The Critical Point (CP) energy dependence on the Ge fraction was
interpolated as [51]
E1(x) =3.395-1.287x-0.153x(1-x) (2.8)
Pickering et al. [52] applied the line shape analysis to the E1 and E1+∆1, and E0' regions
of the pseudo-dielectrics function spectra of Humllek et al [51]. The results are shown
in Fig. 2.7. For a large value of x, three CPs are clearly observed. As x decreases, the
three CPs converge, until at x ∼ 0.2 only two CPs can be clearly observed. The fitting
was done on both E1 and E1+∆1 as a function of x. The E1 dependence was in agreement
with that of Humllek et al. [51]. The relationship between E1+∆1 to x is given as [51]
E1+∆1(x) =3.428-1.132x-0.062x(1-x) (2.9)
The E0' transition energy showed a drop as the Ge concentration increased and followed
the relation proposed by Zhang et al. [53] as
( ) 2'0 012.027.030.3 xxxE −−= (2.10)
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Fig. 2.6 Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the pseudo-dielectric function <ε1> +i<ε2> for the SixGe1−x
alloys. The value of x decreases from left to right [51]
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Fig.2.7 Composition dependence of transition energies for Si1-xGex [52]
Another problem related to the E0' transition is the crossing of E0' with E1 at with
x=6% and with E1+∆1 at x=20%. Therefore, it is difficult to resolve E0' and E1+∆1 at
lower values of Ge concentration.
The smaller amplitude and the non-accurate location of E1+∆1 and E0' band
transitions make them unsuitable for the calculation of x value as compared to E1. Note
that the CP point energy of E2 is not sensitive to the x content, as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Different research groups have carried out the optical transition study on
strained Si1−xGex films recently [53, 54]. The problems in strained layer come from the
strain effect on the band structure of Si1−xGex alloy. Zhang et al. [53] and Lee et al. [54]
calculated the effect of strain from the basic elasticity theory and explained the strain
influence on the E1 band structure in Si-like crystal. For example, the shift of the E1



































where δEh is the hydrostatic component of the stress-induced shift and δE100 is the shear
component of the stress-induced shift. The overbarred quantities denote the energy gaps
for the strained layer and other quantities stand for the unstrained bulk value. The



























where c11 and c12 are the elastic constants, ε1 denotes the hydrostatic deformation
potential of the E1 bandgap, D33  is an intraband deformation potential, and δ denotes
the misfit strain. From Eqs (2.11) and (2.13), for compressive strain, the E1 gap
increases with increasing hydrostatic component and decreases with increasing shear
component as the Ge content increases. Thus the increase of the E1 gap due to the
hydrostatic component of the strain is compensated by the shear component for the
strained Si1−xGex/Si. It means that the E1 gap does not change appreciably due to the
compensation between the hydrostatic and shear components of the misfit strain. Hence
Zhang et al. [53] argued that Eq. (2.8) was also valid for a strained layer as a first
approximation. On the contrary, the strain effect on the E1+∆1 is quite obviously due to
the same sign of hydrostatic and shear components in Eq. (2.12). The difference of E1
and E1+∆1 band gap of relaxed and strained Si1−xGex, as a function of x, is shown in Fig.
2.8.
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Fig. 2.8  Plot of the E1 and E1+∆1 band gaps of relaxed Si1−xGex/Si and the estimated band gaps of
strained layer using Eq. (2.11)-(2.15) [54]
It is quite clear from these reports that spectroscopic ellipsometry is a useful,
non-destructive tool to study the optical and structural properties of Si1−xGex alloys.
2.3 Review of Si1−x−yGexCy strained layer
The motivation of adding C into Si and Si1−xGex is mainly due to two reasons
[55]. Firstly, the incorporation of C in Si makes it possible to grow tensile-strained
Si1−yCy film on Si, which offers significant conduction band offset and improved
electron mobility. The second reason is to compensate the compressive strain of
Si1−xGex films, which gives a new method to control the bandgap and strain of Si1−xGex
films. It is possible to use C to compensate some of the strain in a Si1−xGex film, thus
bringing the material to below the equilibrium critical thickness. However, a number of
problems must be addressed in the epitaxial growth of strained Si1−x−yGexCy alloy [6].
They are:
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(A) The lattice mismatch of C to Si is much higher (52%) than that between Ge and
Si (4%). This leads to a high chance for C to occupy the interstitial site.
(B) C has a very low equilibrium solid solubility in Si (10-4 at.% C at 1400oC);
(C) The possible precipitation of silicon carbide (β-SiC).
The well controlled nonequilibrium growth techniques such as molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) [56], solid phase epitaxy (SPE) [57], ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor
deposition (UHVCVD) [58], and rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD),
[59] have been proposed to overcome the problems above.
The effective lattice constant of Si1−x−yGexCy can be determined by extending
the Vegard’s law to a ternary system [56]
yaaxaaayxa SiCSiGeSil )()(),( −+−+= (2.16)
where aC is the diamond lattice constant. If the Vegard’s law is obeyed, a complete
compensation would result from a Ge:C ratio of 8.2:1 provided that all of the carbon is
incorporated substitutionally. The HRXRD experimental results of Osten et al. [55] and
Mi et al. [59] have demonstrated the possibility of growing Si1−x−yGexCy alloy with
strain varying from compressive to tensile by tuning the C concentration.
2.3.1 Band alignment and electrical properties of strained Si1-x-yGexCy
alloys
Present knowledge about the band structure of strained-SiGeC ternary alloys on
Si<001> is limited. To describe the observed energy shifts for pseudomorphic carbon-
containing layers, strain-induced effects and effects due to alloying should be
considered [94]. Osten [95] reported an estimation for the band offsets and fundamental
bandgap for Si1-x-yGexCy alloys (containing up to 3% C and 30% Ge concentration).
This estimation considers both the band alignment at the interface of two different
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materials, as well as strain effects. Figure 2.9 summarizes the results for the highest
valence band for different tensile and compressive strained-Si1-x-yGexCy alloys on
Si<001>. The plot shows ∆Ev as a function of the effective Ge or C concentration for
the compressive or tensile strained layer, respectively. The effective concentration
corresponds to the concentration needed for identical strained binary layers. The valence
band offset between compressive strained layer and Si is generally much larger than that
at the tensile strained layer/Si interface. Photoluminescence studies of Si1−x−yGexCy
sandwiched between Si layers [96] and electrical measurements on the Si1−x−yGexCy-
based bipolar transistors [97] indicate that incorporation of substitutional C increases
the bandgap of Si1-x-yGexCy grown on an Si (100) substrate, with the bandgap increase
by 21-25 meV when 1% C was added.
Fig.2.9 Valence-band offsets for compressive strained Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy (x=10%, 20%, and
30%, y varied between 0% and 3%) and tensile strained Si1-yCy and Si1-x-yGexCy (y=1%, 2%, and 3%,
x varied between 0% and 30%) plotted as a function of the effective lattice mismatch expressed in
‘‘effective’’ Ge or C concentrations, respectively.[95]
Analysis of n- and p-type MOS capacitors by Hoyt et al [98] indicates that most
of the band offset is in the valence band for Si/Si1-x-yGexCy heterojunctios with C
content less than or equal to 0.8 at.%. Figure 2.10 shows the extracted valence offset as
a function of the mismatch to Si for Si/Si1-x-yGexCy capacitors with Ge content of 20 and
30% and carbon content up to roughly 1 at.%. From the data it is seen that the valence
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band offset decrease as carbon is added to Si1-x-yGexCy. This is consistent with the
widening of Si1-x-yGexCy bandgap with the increasing carbon content that observed in
the photoluminescence measurements [96]. It is important to mention from Fig.2.10
that, for a given mismatch to Si, the valence band offset appear to be slightly higher for
Si/ Si1−x−yGexCy than for Si/ Si1-xGex heterojunction.
Fig.2.10. Summary of valence band offsets extracted from MOS capacitance-voltage (C–V)
characteristics for p-type Si/Si1-x-yGexCy capacitors. The offset is extracted by fitting C–V simulations
to the measured data [98]
Given the potential of Si/Si1−x−yGexCy, it is imperative to know its carrier
transport properties and compare them with those in the Si/Si1−xGex system. Using
modulation-doped p-type Si1−x−yGexCy quantum well (QW), Dusch et al [99] have
studied transport properties of boron-doped tensile strained, prefect strain compensated
ands compressively strained-Si1−x−yGexCy alloys on Si (001) substrate. Figure 2.11
shows the room temperature mobility and hole density data. It is quite evident that the
addition of Ge and C reduces the mobility as compared to pure Si. A general trend is
that the room temperature mobility on the compressive strain side is nearly independent
of carbon content. Figure 2.12 shows the temperature dependence of Hall mobility. The
reduced mobility of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys compared to pure Si at room temperature agrees
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well with results of Osten and Gaworzewski [100]. The reason for the drop in mobility
are the alloy scattering and the enhancement of optical phonon scattering with
increasing Ge incorporation, due to the smaller optical phonon energy of Ge compare to
Si. But the theoretically predicted and experimentally observed small decrease of the
effective mass due to Ge incorporation, which should lead to a higher mobility, cannot
compensate these effects. However, at a low temperature, the Si1−x−yGexCy layers show
a higher mobility than the silicon due to the lower carrier concentration which leads to a
lower effective mass and minor role of the optical phonon scattering at a low
temperature. It is seen that the room temperature mobility decreases with C and Ge
alloy concentration compared to pure Si from 180 to 120 cm2V-1s-1. At temperature
below 100 K, a higher mobility is measured for the sample containing C, due to the
lower carrier concentration and also because ionized impurity scattering becomes
dominant.
Fig.2.11 Room temperature mobility (a) and hole density (b) of pure Si (solid square) and two sample
sequences: The First sequence (open squares) starts with Si0.94Ge0.06. By adding carbon, while leaving
the germanium content constant, the strain is subsequently reduced until strain relaxation is reached
(Si0.935Ge0.006C0.0055) then the amount of germanium is reduced leading equally to Si0.995C0.0053. The
second sequence starts with Si0.96Ge0.04 and ends with Si0.996C0.004. [99]
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Fig.2.12 Temperature dependence of the hole mobility for the compressively strained Si0.94Ge0.06,
exact strain compensated Si0.935Ge0.06C0.055 and tensile strained Si0.995C0.055 layers [99].
2.3.2 Local bonding structure of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
Melendez-Lira et al. [60] studied the C dependence of Raman mode frequencies
of Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge bonds of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys. It is assumed that by adding
carbon to the alloy, the compositional dependence of Raman modes in Si1−x−yGexCy
films on C concentration is a first order effect. In addition, for small values of y, the
strain due to Ge and C can be simplified by their individual contribution separately.
Therefore
( ) ( ) ( )yxyx εεε +=, (2.17)
( ) ( ) ( )1,68520 −
−−
−∆+−= cmyxpyx SiSiSiSiSi εωω (2.18)
here ε(x,y) is the strain due Ge (x) and C (y) in the alloy. ωSi-Si is the Raman shift of
Si−Si vibration. The first two terms in Eq. (2.18) is same as Eq. (2.2), which is the
contribution from strain free Si1−xGex alloy. The third term ∆ωSi-Si(y)=ASi-Si∗y in Eq.
(2.18) is the separate C compositional contribution on the Si-Si mode of bulk, strain
free, Si1−x−yGexCy alloys (ASi-Si is coefficient of C composition effect). The last term in
Eq. (2.18) is the strain contribution on Raman shift. The coefficient pSi is still 830cm-1.
(The same value as in Eq (2.5) for the Si1−xGex case as a first order approximation).
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Melendez-Lira et al. [60] studied the experimental Raman results on
Si1−x−yGexCy samples with 20% and 50% Ge, the carbon concentration effect was
extracted as follows:
( ) ( )1)40190( −
−
±=∆ cmyySiSiω (2.19)
( ) ( )1)43320( −
−
±=∆ cmyyGeSiω (2.20)
( ) ( )1)125370( −
−
±=∆ cmyyGeGeω (2.21)
It should be pointed out that there are discrepancies among the same group’s
publications. An early report on solid phase crystallization (SPC) showed that for
samples of 7.7% Ge with different C amount [61] a negative C dependence was found,
while the results reported based on Eq. (2.18) give a positive coefficient. Recently,
Finkman et al. [62] reviewed this and the found that for Si0.9-yGe0.1Cy (0<y<0.013) films
grown using the RTCVD technique,
( ) ( )1)10176( −
−
±−=∆ cmyySiSiω (2.22)
and for Si0.923-yGe0.077Cy (0<y<0.014) films grown using SPC technique,
( ) ( )1)10189( −
−
±−=∆ cmyySiSiω (2.23)
The discrepancy mentioned above can be reconciled by considering a Ge
composition dependence on strain coefficient pSi. Finkman carefully examined the old
data given in Ref. [60] and realized that a negative trend of ∆ωSi-Si(y) with increasing y
was obtained if only those data points arising from samples with Ge content in a narrow
range near x=0.2 was selected. This demonstrates that Melendez-Lira et al.’s model
based on a simple additivity hypothesis is only valid for a fixed Ge amount. It is
reasonable that simple linear interpolation of physical properties (such as band gap) is
not expected for immiscible phase diagrams like Si1-x-yGexCy.
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Another interesting study by Dietrich et al. [63] concerned the Raman spectra of
fully compensated Si0.878Ge0.11C0.012 alloys with the same lattice constant of Si. The
Raman shift of the Si-Si mode in alloys relative to the Si-Si mode of bulk silicon was
−6.5cm−1. This is quite close to a shift -7.6cm-1 in fully relaxed (strain free) Si0.89Ge0.11
film but significantly larger than the -3.84cm-1 shift in pseudomorphic Si0.89Ge0.11 film.
Thus the effect on the Raman frequency when adding C is much smaller than that for
Ge, although the magnitudes of the change in crystal volume are the same.
It is well known that isolated substitutional C in Si will form the local vibration
mode (LVM) at 605cm-1 in infrared spectrum [64]. The ASTM standard [65]
recommends that
( ) ( ) ( ) Cncm 171 1022.1 −− ×=να (2.24)
where α(υ) is the absorption coefficient at wavenumber υ and nC is the substitutional C
concentration. The above equation is applicable for a C concentration range from
1×1016 to 1×1017cm-3. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of 6cm-1 was obtained at
room temperature. But the substitutional C amount in Si1−yCy and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
was at least 3 orders of magnitude larger than that discussed above. The effect of C-C
interaction in these supersaturated Si1−yCy and Si1−x−yGexCy films has to be considered
[66].
The experimental studies on the LVM of carbon in Si1−yCy and Si1−x−yGexCy
films were conducted by many researchers [62, 66-71]. It was concluded that the
linewidth of Si-C vibration was at least two times larger than the value determined from
low carbon concentration samples, and the Si-C peak also shifted asymmetrically to
higher wavenumber by increasing the carbon concentration.
Different methods have been used to quantify the substitutional C amount from
infrared absorption peaks. The absorption calculated using the product of FWHM and
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peak height was adopted by Strane et al. [67] and Warren et al. [69]. The integrated
intensities results by Finkman et al. [62] and Kanzawa et al. [71] are also a good method
for quantifying carbon. However, some groups argued that the absolute measurement
from infrared spectra may be subjected to artifacts, such as surface roughness and
multiple reflection effect, etc [66].
Some weak sub-peaks at 560cm-1 were assigned by Kanzawa et al. [71] to be
vibration of C atom with Si3Ge1 configuration in samples with Ge amount larger than
30%.
There is evidence of the formation of silicon carbide precipitates for sample with
higher C content. As SiC is infrared active at 800cm-1, it can be used to check the as-
grown sample quality [62, 67, 69, 71].
The Raman characteristic of the C vibration mode was also under intensive
investigation [62, 66, 72, 73]. Similar to the infrared results, the Raman peak at 605cm-1
was attributed to the vibration of randomly distributed C atom with four silicon atoms.
Another satellite peak at ~625cm-1 was due to the two third-nearest-neighbor carbon
atoms (3-nn) at opposite vertices of the diamond structure six-atom rings. The existence
of the two peaks was also verified by ab initio calculation [72] and the Keating models
[73]. Note that the appearance of such peaks was observed in samples grown by MBE
and RTCVD methods but not in implanted samples grown by solid phase epitaxy. This
implies that ordered carbon formation is enhanced in layer-by-layer growth process [62,
72].
A linear increase in the peak positions of the above two local C modes with C
concentration was obtained by Finkman et al. [73]. For the main peak,
( )12766.605 −
−
∗+= cmyCSiω , (2.25)




∗+= cmyCSiω    , (2.26)
Regarding the relationship between the amount of substitutional C and Raman
peak, several researchers [62, 66] suggested using the ratio of the integrated intensities
of the Si-C peaks to the Si-Si peaks of the alloy layer as a parameter to quantify the
substitutional C concentration. According to Melendez-Lira et al. [66], an important
distinction between Raman and infrared measurements was the role played by the
background absorption coefficient. Since a significant amount of visible light is
absorbed over the layer thickness, the Raman intensity for a given carbon amount is a
function of its depth relative to the wafer surface, whereas the infrared intensity depends
only on the total C concentration.
2.3.3 Thermal stability and oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
Similar to Si1-xGex alloys, metastable Si1−x−yGexCy alloys are also grown under
non-equilibrium conditions, with the amount of C exceeding the equilibrium solubility
by several orders of magnitude. So the high temperature behavior of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy
is also critical for their integration into Si processing technology.
2.3.3.1 The annealing behavior of Si1-x-yGexCy alloys
A total loss of substitutional carbon after furnace annealed at 925°C for 150 min
was observed by Strane et al. [74] and was attributed to the precipitation of SiC. A
comparison of conventional annealing of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy films by Liu et al.
[75] showed that both Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys started to relax after annealing at
900°C for 2 hours. But Si1−xGex films relaxed with a decrease of strain by the generation
of misfit dislocations. Si1−x−yGexCy alloys, however, showed an increase of strain due to
the formation of SiC precipitation. It has also been shown that RTA of Si1−x−yGexCy
films at 1000°C resulted in a reduction of substitutional C and the formation of SiC
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precipitation by FTIR and HRXRD measurements [69]. The HRXRD results showed
that the crystallinity of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys remained with no signs of mechanical strain
relaxation by misfit dislocations even annealed at 1000°C.
2.3.3.2 Oxidation of Si1-x-yGexCy alloys
The wet furnace oxidation carried out by Atzmon et al. [76] demonstrated that
the oxidation behavior of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy was similar to that of Si1-xGex. A uniform
SiGeO2 can be found in the oxide layer when oxidized at 700°C. A higher oxidation
temperature of 900°C led to a pure SiO2 with Ge segregated at the Si1−x−yGexCy/SiO2
interface.
Xiang et al. [77] showed that there was no correlation between the amount of
carbon in the sample and the oxidation rate when oxidized at 1000°C in dry O2.
However, Cuadras et al [78] demonstrated a clear oxidation rate difference between Si,
Si1−xGex, Si1−yCy and Si1−x−yGexCy in dry oxidation ambient. The Si1−yCy films showed
the lowest oxide growth rate, while partially compensated Si1−x−yGexCy samples
behaved as Si1−yCy for short oxidation times. As oxidation proceeded, there was a
significant loss of C in the Si1−x−yGexCy samples. Thus, the oxidation rate of
Si1−x−yGexCy films increased to that of Si control samples. For even longer oxidation
duration, the oxidation behavior of Si1−x−yGexCy samples is similar to the Si1−xGex
control sample, because the Si1−x−yGexCy layer is quite similar to Si1−xGex as a result of
total loss of C. A model of a highly stressed reactive oxide layer close to the interface
was adopted to explain the observation. The local highly distorted neighborhood of a
substitutional C atom and the strong Si-C bond would limit the amount of Si interstitial
necessary for the growth of “new oxide” at the outer part of the suboxide reactive layer.
Furthermore, carbon reacts with oxygen and the resultant CO molecule outdiffuses
making it more difficult for the oxygen species to arrive at the upper limit of the
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reactive layer. The oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy would therefore depend on the amount of
substitutional carbon. As the substitutional carbon diminished when oxidation
proceeded (formation of β-SiC precipitates and CO), the Si1−x−yGexCy layers then
behave as Si1−xGex.
Experiments also showed that high temperature thermal oxidation of
Si1−x−yGexCy films also lead to a Ge pileup at oxide/epilayer. In addition to this, the high
temperature processing (annealing or oxidation) of Si1−x−yGexCy lead to a loss of
substitutional C either due to formation of SiC precipitation or the outdiffusion of C in
the form of CO and CO2.
There is hardly any report on the electrical property of thermal oxide grown on
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys. The electrical characterization results of plasma enhanced [37] or
ion beam assisted [36] low temperature oxide on Si1−x−yGexCy alloys showed similar
behavior as that on Si1−xGex films.
2.3.4 The optical properties of Si1-x-yGexCy film
Kissinger et al. [80] studied the optical transition in strained Si1−yCy layer on
Si(001). The mixing of C in silicon showed significant difference to the Si1-xGex system.
The E1 critical point energy increased with an increasing carbon content, while the E2
energy decreased, both at a rate of about 30meV/%[C]. The E0’ transition energy
decreased at a smaller rate of 20meV/%[C]. Zoller et al. [81] confirmed the C
dependence on E1, but showed E0’ to be insensitive to the C concentration. Both groups
observed a higher value of the broadening parameter Γ for increasing carbon
concentration. This was attributed to the large local distortion near the C atoms and the
internal strain splitting of the electronic bands. They concluded that the band structure
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of Si1−yCy alloys could not be explained by simple interpolation between the band
structure of Si and C, as proposed by Soref [82].
As far as the more complex Si1−x−yGexCy system was concerned, Kissinger et al.
[79] found that even for the fully strain compensated Si1−x−yGexCy sample, the local
strain field around C atoms still predominate as compared to a pure Si sample. Bonan et
al. [83] studied the C dependence of the dielectric function response of Si1−x−yGexCy
layer for samples with 8% Ge. The E1 transition energy increased with C concentration
at a rate of 16meV/%[C]. With a Ge concentration of 18%, the E1 transition energy
increases to 29 meV/%[C] and another Critical Point (E1+∆1) can be distinguished from
experimental results. This was due to the relative higher Ge amount which was not
sensitive to the C fraction. These results imply a crossing of E0’ with E1 around x=8%
and with E1+∆1 at x=20%. The observation of an increase of the line broadening factor
Γ with increasing C concentration for all Si1−x−yGexCy alloys was similar to the Si1−yCy
case.
The variation of the optical parameters of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys during oxidation
was monitored by Cuadras et al. [78] recently. The evolution of the refractive index (n)
and extinction coefficient (k) was extracted from the ellipsometry data at wavelengths
λ=6328Å and λ=5461Å. The increase of n with oxidation time was attributed to the Ge
pileup at the surface. k remained almost at a constant value for the initial oxidation
duration but increased later. This was considered to be due to the degradation of
crystalline structure at the interface.
Although the measurements of Si1−yCy and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys showed some
discrepancies among different groups, it clearly shows that the band structure of
C−contained group IV alloys cannot be explained by the virtual crystal approximation,
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which was valid for the Si1−xGex system. This is basically due to the huge difference in
atom size between C and Si.
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Chapter 3  Theories of Measurement Techniques
This chapter provides the theoretical background of the three characterization
techniques used in this work. The first part deals with the principle of high resolution
X−ray diffraction (HRXRD) and the calculation of lattice constant and strain in
epitaxial alloys. The theories of various electrical characterization techniques for MOS
capacitor such as C-V, C-t and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) are introduced
in the second part. Lastly, optical characterization by spectroscopic ellipsometry is
discussed.
3.1 High resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD)
X-ray diffraction constitutes a powerful non-destructive, strain-sensitive
technique for the structural analysis of crystalline and polycrystalline layers. The
information obtained from the diffraction patterns are the composition and uniformity of
the epitaxial layers, their thicknesses, the built-in strain and the crystalline perfection
related to their dislocation density [1]. In this work, we have used the HRXRD rocking
curves to study the composition, strain and crystal quality of RTCVD Si1-xGex and
Si1−x−yGexCy samples before and after rapid thermal processing.
3.1.1 X-ray diffraction rocking curve
A schematic diagram of the setup for single crystal diffraction is shown in Fig.
3.1. In a simple single-crystal X-ray diffractometer, a primary X-ray beam, passing
through a slit, is incident on the crystal sample. Part of the primary beam may be
absorbed or transmitted through the crystal. Another part will be scattered or diffracted
by the crystal in accordance to Bragg’s law, with the incident beam making a Bragg
angle (θB) with the reflecting lattice plane, and the diffracted beam emerging at a value
of 2θB. A detector will capture this diffracted beam.
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Fig. 3.1 Single-crystal diffractometer with sample “rocked” to obtain a XRD rocking curve
A rocking curve is obtained when the sample is slowly rotated (or “rocked”)
about an axis normal to the diffraction, and the scattered intensity is recorded as a
function of the incident angle of the primary beam with the crystal’s reflecting planes,
ω. When ω =θB, a peak is obtained in the rocking curve.
The single crystal diffractometer of Fig. 3.1 inherently has poor resolution since
the X-ray source contains a range of X-ray wavelengths. The layer spacing resolution is
therefore limited by this dispersion.
Figure 3.2 shows the schematics of the single-crystal, double-crystal and five-
crystal diffractometers.
Sample rocked about axis normal to
diffraction planes
Incident angle,
       ω = θB 2θB
Lattice spacing, d





Fig. 3.2 Schematics of the (a) simple single-crystal diffractometer, (b) double-crystal diffractometer
and (c) five-crystal diffractometer.
The introduction of a second crystal with lattice constant comparable to the
sample to be measured can remove the wavelength dispersion by ensuring that all





















allows for high-resolution diffraction profiles if the crystal under study is nearly perfect.
A severe disadvantage is that the double crystal configuration works without dispersion
only when the primary collimating crystal and the sample crystal to be investigated have
the same lattice constant. Therefore complete realignment is required if another material
is to be studied [2]. To overcome this problem a 4-crystal monochromator was
developed by Bartels [3] to replace the first collimating crystal of the double-crystal
instrument to give a high resolution probing beam for any reflection and material.
3.1.2 Quantitative rocking curve analysis
The strain within an epilayer, such as Si1-xGex or Si1-x-yGexCy grown on Si, may
be derived from the XRD rocking curve, which will be described in the following
sections. A fully strained epilayer grown on a substrate is tetragonally distorted, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Fig. 3.3 Tetragonal distortion of strained epilayer to match substrate
The lattice parameter of the epi-layer, ea , becomes modified such that its in-
plane lattice parameter, epa , is distorted to that of the substrate, sa . The lattice













produce a tetragonal distortion of the unit cell (which, for Si1-xGex in its relaxed state, is
diamond cubic).




























For a fully strained epi-layer, the lateral lattice constant follows the
substrate eps aa = . Here, ν is the Poisson ratio of the epi-layer (0.28 for Si1-xGex [4]).
























The strained epi-layer’s in-plane lattice parameter, epa , equals that of its
substrate, which is 5.43102Å for Si. Its lattice parameter perpendicular to the interface,
ena , is derived from the XRD rocking curve as follows.
A typical rocking curve of an epi-layer on a substrate (for example Si1-xGex on
Si) is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig.3.4 Typical rocking curve of an epi-layer on a substrate
Because the epi-layer and substrate have different lattice plane spacings, they
produce peaks at their respective Bragg angles when the sample is rocked such that
θe = θs -δω (3.4)
where θe is the Bragg angle of the epilayer, θs is the Bragg angle of the substrate (which
is taken to be 34.5959o for Si), and δω is the separation between the two peaks in the
rocking curve.








where λ is the wavelength of the primary X-ray, and d is the perpendicular spacing of
the lattice planes within the strained epi-layer.





105 Peak due to Si substrate

















The distance, d, between adjacent planes in the set (hkl) for a cubic unit cell is










Hence for a set of symmetrical (0 0 4) reflecting planes, the perpendicular lattice
parameter, ena , of the strained epi-layer is given as:
( ) ( ) ddlkhdaen 4400 22222222 =++=++= (3.7)
Substituting ena  obtained from Eq. (3.6), epa = Silicona =5.43102Å and ν =0.28
[4], we can obtain the lattice constant of the epi-layer, ea , from Eq. (3.3). Finally the






For Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy epi-layers, Vegard’s law relates the epilayer lattice
constants to the lattice constants of Si, Ge and C as
xaaaa SiGeSixGexSi )(1 −+=− (3.9)
yaaxaaaa SiCSiGeSiyCxGeyxSi )()(1 −+−+=−− (3.10)
The lattice constants, 
xGexSia −1  and yCxGeyxSia −−1 , are derived from Eq. (3.2).
Taking Sia =5.432102Å, Gea =5.65790 Å and Ca =3.5668Å, the Ge composition, x, and
C composition, y, may be calculated from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), respectively.
3.2 Electrical characterization of MOS system
3.2.1 Capacitance-voltage (C-V) characterization MOS system
The metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitor is the most useful structure for
investigating the electrical properties of the dielectric/semiconductor system such as
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interface state and fixed charge [6]. Figure 3.5 shows the MOS system with the charges
associated with the oxide grown on Si.
Fig. 3.5 MOS schematic with charges associated with the oxidized Si
Fixed charges Nf
Fixed charges are located at or near the interface and cannot be mobile under an
electric field. Figure 3.6 shows the voltage shift measured with respect to an ideal C-V
curve where Nf=0. The negative fixed charge causes the C-V curve parallel shifting to
more positive gate bias with respective to the ideal C-V curve.
Fig. 3.6 The effect of fixed oxide charge on the shift of C-V curve. Soild line for ideal curve, dash line
for sample with negative fixed charge
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But the above analysis is idea case where only fixed charge is presented in SiO2.
In fact, interface trap also can affect high frequency C-V characteristics. The effect of
interface trap on high frequency C-V curves is shown in Fig.3.7 (a). The common view
regarding interface trap nature within band gap is that interface traps in the upper half
band gap are acceptor-like (neutral when unoccupied by an electron) whereas the
interface traps in the lower half of band gap are donor-like (netural when occupied by
an electron). The interface traps cannot respond to the probe frequency. The distortion
in the in the “Dit≠0” curve is due to voltage stretch-out with interface trap charge adding
to the gate voltage. When the Fermi-level at mid-gap (ψs=ψB), the upper half band gap
acceptor-like and lower half band gap donor-like interface traps cancel one another,
leading to the coincidence of the ideal and distored C-V curves. If fixed oxide charge
measurements are taken at mid-gap voltage, any contribution of such shift can be
attributed solely to fixed charge.













where Cox is the accumulation capacitance, εsi are the dielectric constant of Si substrate,
NA is accepter dopping concentration. Vg,midgap is the gate biased at mid-gap condition
























where k is Boltzman constant, T is absolute temperature, q is electron charge, ψB is bulk
Fermi level and equal to the energy difference between intrinsic Fermi level Ei and
Fermi level EF (see Fig. 3.7 (b)).









where ∆Vmidgap is the voltage shift between measurement and ideal (no fixed charge)
C−V curves at mid-gap condition, A is the area of MOS capacitor.
Fig. 3.7 The effect of interface trap on high frequency C-V characteristics of MOS system (left) and
Band structure of gate material and Si substrate (right) [6]
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Interface state density using combined high-low frequency C-V characteristics
Interface states are some energy levels at the Si-SiO2 interface or in the oxide
near the Si-SiO2 interface. The energy distribution of interface states within the Si
bandgap is shown in Fig. 3.8.
Fig. 3.8 Energy distribution of interface state within the Si bandgap [6]
When the surface potential ψs changes, the position of EF at the interface also
varies. The variation in the electron occupancy of the interface state leads to the electron
exchange between Si and the interface state, which will take a certain charging time to
reach the equilibrium condition. Since the charge in the interface state varies with
surface potential, the effect of the interface states is equivalent to a capacitance, denoted







where Qss is interface state charge density. If Nss is the number of interface state within
unit area and unit energy interval, then
ssssss dqNdQ ψ= (3.16)
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From Eqs (3.15) and (3.16)
ssss qNC = (3.17)
It means that the interface state density is proportional to the interface state
capacitance. Due to the longer charging and discharging time constants of interface
states, only ac signal at quite low frequency can the charging and discharging of
interface states follow the changing of the external voltage. The low frequency
equivalent circuit of the MOS capacitances including the influence of interface state is
shown in Fig. 3.9.
Both the interface state capacitance and depletion region capacitance are





Fig. 3.9 Low-frequency equivalent circuit of MOS capacitor (left) and high and low frequency C-V
characteristics (right) [6]
When the ac signal frequency is too high, the charging and discharging of




































The surface potential Ψs of semiconductor is a function of external bias. From
the relationship between bias and Ψs, we can obtain the energy distribution of the
interface states within the semiconductor bandgap.
For a p-type MOS capacitor, the charge density on the gate is Q, the bias on the
two terminals of the MOS capacitor is V, where
soxVV ψ+= (3.21)
where Vox is the voltage drop across the oxide. For low frequency capacitance,
dV
dQCLF = (3.22)




Hence, dVCdVC LFoxox = (3.24)

































where Va is the bias in the accumulation region, ∆ is the integration constant. The above
integration represents the area of the shaded region shown in Fig. 3.9 (right). After
obtaining ∆, the relationship between bias and ψs can be determined.

















Fig. 3.10 Determination of surface potential from C-V characteristics [6]
The integration constant ∆ is the amount of surface potential change when the
bias changed from strong accumulation at Va to flat band at VFB. It is also the area of the




















As shown in Fig. 3.8, the surface Fermi-level is the corresponding energy
position of the interface state. The energy level with respect to the top of valence band
is
( ) sbulkFigVS qEEEEE ψ±−−=− 2
1 (3.29)
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The + sign is used in the depletion and inversion region, while the – sign is used for the
accumulation region.
In practical measurement, the quasi-static method is often adopted instead of
using a low frequency ac signal, which is difficult to be handled by an electronic circuit.




where A is gate area. Since 
dt
dV
 is constant, the MOS capacitance C can be obtained
from the displacement current. When the slope of the ramp voltage is small enough for
interface state to follow the bias change, the measured capacitance is the low frequency
capacitance.
Minority carrier lifetime using capacitance-time (C-t) characteristics
Lifetime is one of the very few parameters giving information about the defect
densities of today’s integrated circuits. No other technique can detect defect densities as
low as 1010-1011cm-3 in a simple room temperature measurement. The availability of
commercial equipment make lifetime measurement relatively simple and has been
adopted as a “process cleanliness monitor” [7].
The pulsed MOS capacitor lifetime measuring technique is popular because it is
simple. The MOS capacitor is pulsed into deep depletion, and the capacitance-time
curve is measured, as shown in Fig.3.11. An experimental room-temperature C-t curve
of a typical MOS capacitor is shown in Fig.3.12.
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Fig. 3.11 C-V and C-t behaviors of an MOS capacitor pulsed into deep depletion
The capacitance relaxation is determined by thermal electron-hole pair
generation from (1) bulk generation characterized by generation lifetime τg, (2) lateral
surface space charge region (SCR) generation characterized by surface generation
velocity sg, (3) surface SCR generation under the gate characterized by the surface




























where Qn is inversion charge density, ni is intrinsic charge density, As=2pirW is the area





W φε4=  is the SCR width when the surface is at the inversion point
(surface potential is 2φF), τg,eff is the effective bulk generation rate by considering only
the space charge region generation rates, which is defined in Eq.(3.32).
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Fig. 3. 12 (a) C-t response and (b) Zebrbst plot
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dQ scrn, is the inversion charge (only in SCR region) change rate. The effective space
charge region width (W-Winv) approximates the actual generation width and ensures that
at the end of the C-t transient, the SCR generation becomes zero. The major uncertainty
in estimating the true generation width arises from a lack of knowledge of the quasi-
Fermi levels during the transient.
The term qniseff accounts for the SCR width-independent generation rates






where Dn is minority carrier diffusion coefficient, Ln is the minority carrier diffusion
















































The above equation is the basis of the well-known Zerbst plot, -d(Cox/C)2/dt
versus (Cinv/C-1), shown in Fig. 3.13 (b). The most useful part of this plot is the linear












 and its extrapolated







. The slope is a clear measure of the effective
lifetime τg,eff, which is a combined effect of τg and sg (see Eq. (3.32)). The intercept is
related to the SCR width-independent generation parameters.
3.2.2 Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)
Deep level transient spectroscopy is one technique for detecting and
characterizing deep level traps in semiconductors [7]. The method is based on the
capacitance change of a reverse biased diode when deep levels emit their carriers after
they were charged by a forward bias pulse. The emission rate is temperature dependent
and characteristic for each type of defect. From the temperature dependence of the
emission rate the activation energy of a deep level can be deduced. Its major strength is
that it is spectroscopic, i.e. it gives a unique line or peak for each deep level detected, in
a way which makes it quick and easy to relate the spectrum to the concentration and
energy of each defect [8]. This technique was originally developed to characterize bulk
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traps in p-n junctions [9] or Schottky barriers. It was then extended to metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) capacitors [10] and transistors [11] to study the bulk traps and
semiconductor-insulator interface states.
In this work, to study the effect of high temperature oxidation on the electrical
properties of the oxide/epi-layer, we only focus on DLTS measurements on MOS
system.
3.2.2.1 Theory of DLTS in MOS capacitor
Consider a MOS capacitor with an n-type substrate. Figure 3.13 illustrates the
sequences of the electrical pulse, the capacitance change and the energy band bending
of the MOS capacitor [12-15]. In the quiescent state, the surface of the silicon substrate
of the MOS capacitor is kept in depletion. Then at t = −T, a positive pulse Vb is applied
to the metal electrode of the MOS capacitor in superposition to a quiescent bias voltage
Va such that the surface of the silicon substrate is driven into accumulation or weak
depletion. By quickly returning the bias voltage to its quiescent value after making the
interface and bulk traps, located below the Fermi level, to be filled up with electrons.
The electrons are emitted from the filled traps above the Fermi level with characteristic
emission rates that depend exponentially on temperature.
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Fig. 3.13 Sequence of the bias voltage (a), resulting capacitance transient (b), and energy band
bending and electron occupancy of interface states and bulk traps in an MOS capacitor with an n-
type substrate in the steady state with a quiescent bias Va (1), in the capture process with a bias Vb
(2), and in the emission process with the bias Va (3) [12]
A. Electron emission from bulk traps in the upper-half of the band gap.
The rate equation which gives the electron occupancy function fT of a trap at an
energy ET is
( ) ( ) TpnpnnpT fpcnceenceTf +++−+=∂∂ (3.36)
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where en and ep are the thermal emission rates for electrons and holes, cn and cp are the
capture rates for electrons and holes, and n and p are the densities of free electrons and
holes, respectively.
When the trap is located above midgap, the hole emission rate is much smaller
than the electron emission rate. The free hole density is negligibly small in the non-
steady-state depletion layer, so pcp is much smaller than en. Hence, the approximate
solution of Eq. (3.36) is therefore given as [11]














and fT(x,0) is the initial occupancy function. By dividing the depletion layer into three
regions by the characteristic depths yb, y and W, where the trap level crosses the
electron Fermi level at the end of the capture process and in the emission process,
respectively, Eq.(3.36) is approximated by
( ) 0, =txfT      for 0≤ x≤ yb
( ) ( )tetxf nT −= exp,      for yb< x <y (3.39)
( ) 1, =txfT    for x >y
















where q is the electronic charge, εs is the permittivity of silicon, VFB is the flat-band
voltage, W is the depletion layer depth, Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, ND is
the shallow donor density, and NT is the donor-like trap density.
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Considering that Va-VFB is kept constant at the two sampling times t1 and t2, and
substituting Eq. (3.39) into Eq. (3.40), we can obtain














































                                                                                                                              ?3.41?
Expressing the depletion layer depth W by the measured high-frequency
capacitance C as W=εs(C-1-Cox-1), and taking ND(W) and NT(y) outside the integrals on
the left hand side of Eq. (3.41), because ND(x) and NT(x) are assumed as constant in the
regions W(t2)<x<W(t1) and y(t2)<x<y(t1), respectively, Eq. (3.41) can be rewritten as
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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If ND(W) is much larger than NT(y), then ∆C= (C(t1)-C(t2)), shall be denoted as
the correlation signal here. It is much smaller than C(t1) such that Eq.(3.42) reduces to

































Nve CTCnnn expσ  (3.46)
where σn is the electron capture cross cross-section, vn is the thermal velocity of
electron, NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band, k is Boltzmann's
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constant, and T is the absolute temperature, the correlation signal ∆C goes through a















The energy level and the capture cross-section of the trap can be calculated from
the Arrhenius plot of the emission rates obtained from a series of the temperature scans
for different t1 and t2 values.
By differentiating Eq. (3.45) with respect to y(t1), the trap density at y(t1) is given by
























The Fermi level cross-point y(t1) is calculated from the Poisson equation











where ∆ET is the energy difference between the Fermi level and the trap level at the
edge of the depletion layer. Unless the distribution of the shallow donor density ND has
a strong spatial dependence, Eq. (3.49) can be simplified to
( ) ( ) DT LkT
E
tWty ∆−= 11 (3.50)








B. Electron emission from interface states in the upper-half of the band gap
Similar to fT(x,t), the electron occupancy function fss(E,t) of interface states at an
energy E is approximately given by
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( ) 0, =tEf ss           for CbFS EEE <<
( ) ( )( )tEetEf nss −= exp,        for bFSFS EEE << (3.52)
( ) 1, =tEf ss
          for FSEE <
Where bFSE  and FSE are the Fermi levels for the free electrons at the interface at the
end of the capture process and in the emission process, respectively. Assuming the
interface state capacitance qNss is much smaller than the oxide capacitance Cox, we
obtain
( )
















( )( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]21 expexp tEetEeEeS nnn −−−= (3.54)
and Nss is the interface state density.
If the electron capture cross-section is not strongly dependent on energy, the
energy E* where the function S(en(E)) has the maximum value is
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]1212** // ttLnttNvEkTLnEE CnnC −−= σ (3.55)
and the full energy width ∆E* at the half-maximum of S(en(E)) is estimated to be about
kTln(t2/t1+10). When the ratio t2/t1 is chosen to be smaller than 10 and the interface state
density Nss(E) is assumed to vary slowly in the energy range of 3kT around E*, Nss(E)
can be taken outside the integral of Eq. (3.53). Since the integral ( )( )∞
∞−
dEEen  is equal
to kTln(t2/t1), Eq. (3.53) reduces to
( )



















Therefore, the temperature scan of the correlation signal is directly related to the
energy distribution of the interface state density, namely, T and ∆C/T are proportional
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to EC-E* and Nss, respectively. The capture cross-section of the interface states at energy
E corresponding to the maximum of the ∆C versus T plot can be calculated by the same
technique as that used in the case of bulk material.
3.2.2.2 Distinction between interface states and bulk traps
According to Yamasaki et al.[9,11], the C versus T plot of the interface states
is directly related to the energy distribution within the energy window between EFS and
EFSb, which are the Fermi levels at the silicon surface for the quiescent bias voltage Va
and the pulse voltage Vb respectively. The shape and peak temperature of C versus T
plot should change with the pulse voltage. In the case of the bulk trap with discrete
energy, on the contrary, the peak temperature of C versus T plot should not change
with pulse voltage Vb, because the emission rate at a temperature is constant regardless
of the pulse voltage. Therefore, the shape and the peak temperature of the C versus T
plot as a function of the pulse voltage and the spatial distribution of the traps, clearly
discriminate the interface states from the bulk traps.
3.2.2.3 Limitation of DLTS testing using MOS capacitor
In a MOS capacitor, the formation of the inversion layer cannot be controlled as
in MOSFETs. Generally speaking, the minority-carrier generation is too slow in the
dark to contribute to the DLTS output signal, which is mainly due to the thermal
emission of electrons from the electron traps in the upper half of the bandgap, because
minority carriers (holes) are generated in the depletion layer predominantly through
deep levels near the midgap [9]. However, for those traps near midgap whose emission
occur at higher temperatures, and which influence the generation-recombination
processes most significantly, the density of states cannot be accurately measured owing
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to the presence of the minority carriers at the surface [10]. In addition, the
measurements of the density of states in the lower half of the bandgap cannot be done
using the same n-type substrate. A p-type substrate has to be used to probe the interface
states in the lower half bandgap.
3.3 The optical parameter measurement by spectroscopic ellipsometry
3.3.1 Determination of optical constant by spectroscopic ellipsometer
There are several ways to determine the optical constants (such as refractive
index (n), absorption coefficient (α), complex dielectric function (ε=εr+iεi)) of a
semiconductor as a function of photon energy [16]. The appropriate method depends on
whether the photon energy is above or below the semiconductor bandgap. If the photon
energy is below the bandgap and well above any phonon energies, the sample
absorption coefficient is either zero or very small. The important optical constant is the
refractive index (which is real). This can be measured by several transmission spectra.
The semiconductor absorption coefficient (α) increases rapidly as the photon
energy is changed from below to above bandgap. The quantity α-1 is known as the
optical penetration depth. As a result, the sample becomes opaque for photon energies
higher than the bandgap unless its thickness is very small. So a series of progressively
thinner samples is necessary in order to measure the absorption coefficient over a wide
photon energy range using transmission spectra. An alternative and more popular
method for determining the complex dielectric function of strongly absorbing samples is
to use reflection measurement. However, the major drawback of this measurement is its
sensitivity to the sample surface quality.
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It involves irradiating the sample at either normal or oblique incidence. In the
oblique incidence technique, the reflectance Rs and Rp of the s- and p-polarized
components of the incident light are measured (the components of the incident radiation
perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence are labeled, respectively, as s- and































rR pp  (3.58)
where rs and rp are the complex refractivities for s- and p-polarized light, respectively,
−
n  is the complex refractive index, and φ is the angle of incidence. The complex
refractive index can be deduced by measuring both rs and rp at a fixed φ.
An oblique angle of incidence technique that has become very popular in the
past decade is ellipsometry. This name derives from the fact that when a linearly
polarized light that is neither s- nor p-polarized is incident on a medium at an oblique
angle, the reflected light is elliptically polarized, as shown in Fig 3.14 [2]
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Fig. 3.14 Schematic diagram of an ellipsometer. P and S denote polarizations parallel or
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively [2]
The ratio (σ) of the complex reflectivities rp/rs can be determined by measuring


































Tan(ψ) represents the relative amplitude change.
incidencespreflectionsp )()( ββββ −−−=∆ (3.61)
∆ represents the relative phase change.















tansinsin 222  (3.62)
As shown in Fig. 3.14, a light source can either be a laser or a broad-band
source. In the case of a broad-band source, the light is passed through a monochromator
to select a narrow band of frequencies. Ellipsometry performed over a wide range of
photon frequencies is known as spectroscopic ellipsometry. The light leaving the
monochromator is passed through a linear polarizer. After reflection from the sample
surface the light experiences a relative phase shift θ between its s and p components and
becomes elliptically polarized. There are several variations in the method to detect the
ellipticity of the reflected light. In Fig 3.14, a compensator introduces another relative
phase shift -θ which exactly cancels the ellipticity induced by the reflection and the
light becomes linearly polarized again. This null condition can be easily detected by
passing the light through an analyzer, which consists of another linear polarizer oriented
to block out the light after the compensator.
The theoretical spectra depend on the refractive index (RI) dispersion and
thickness information for the film (or film stacks) and the substrate. It is essential to
have an accure and roubust mathematical model of RI dispersion.
3.3.2 The general features of the dielectric function
The real and imaginary parts of a dielectric function can be calculated from the
band structure of a semiconductor. The detail comparison of the theoretical and
experimental curves is one of the most stringent tests on the accuracy of a band
structure calculation. From such a comparison, it is possible to identify the optical
transitions in reciprocal space which give rise to the structure in the experimental
dielectric function. The major interband transitions in Si and Ge are shown in Fig
3.15(a) and (b), respectively. These labeled interband transitions will lead to features in
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the dielectric spectrum. In Fig 3.16, we show comparisons of the theoretical and
experimental dielectric function ((a) for real part and (b) for imaginary part) curves for
Si. A similar comparison for the imaginary part of the dielectric function in Ge is shown
in Fig 3.17. The good agreement between theoretical prediction and experimental
results demonstrate the possibility to using dielectric spectrum as an experimental tool
to investigate the band structure of semiconductor.
There are many similarities in the overall shape of the imaginary part of the
dielectric function of tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors. A close examination of εi of
these semiconductors shows that they all possess the following features:
An onset comes from the transitions between the absolute valance band
maximum and the conduction band minimum. This is known as the fundamental
absorption edge. The strength of this absorption depends on whether the material is a
direct bandgap semiconductor such as GaAs, GaN, or indirect one such as Si, Ge.
Optical transition across the indirect bandgap is not allowed by the wavevector
conservation condition.
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Fig.3.15 Band structure and major interband transitions in silicon and and germanium [16]
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Fig. 3.16 A comparisons of the theoretical and experimental dielectric function curves for Si. (a) for
real part (b) for imaginary part [16]
Fig. 3.17 A comparison for the imaginary part of the dielectric function in Ge [16]
Optical transitions between two bands with different wavevectors are possible
only with the involvement of phonons, although they are weaker than direct transitions.
Hence they can be observed only when their energy is below that of all the direct
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transitions. εi become appreciable usually at the onset of the lowest-energy direct
transition. In the diamond and zinc-blend-type semiconductors, this transition usually
occurs at the center of the Brillouin zone between the Γ4V valence band and the Γ1C
conduction band and is usually referred as E0 transition. Whenever the valence band has
a sizable spin-orbit interaction, for example in semiconductors containing heavy
element such as In, As, and Sb, this transition is split by spin-orbit coupling into two
transitions. The higher energy Γ7V-- Γ6C transition involving the split-off valence band is
labeled as the E0+∆0 transitions.
Above the fundamental absorption edge, εi typically rises to an asymmetric peak
related to transitions occurring along the eight equivalent [111] directions of the
Brillouin zone. If the spin-orbit coupling is small, only one peak is observed and the
transition is known as E1 transition. When the spin-orbit interaction in the valence band
is large, the E1 transition is split into the E1 and E1+∆1 transition. εi reaches a strong
absolute maximum known as the E2 peak. This peak contains contributions from
transitions occurring over a large region of the Brillouin zone close to the edges in the
[100] and [110] directions.
Superimposed on these features are two weaker structures labeled E0' and E1'
transitions. These involve transitions between the valence bands and higher conduction
bands at the zone center and along the <111> directions, respectively.
3.3.3 Determination of critical point
As what has been shown by the microscopic theory of the dielectric function,
most of the dispersion of εi in the frequency domain comes from the summation over
the delta function δ(Ec(k)-Ev(k)-). This summation can be converted into integration
over energy by defining a joint density of states for the conduction and valence bands as
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where Ecv is the abbreviation for Ec-Ev, Sk is the constant energy surface defined by
Ecv(k)=constant, and ∇k(Ecv) is the gradient of energy along the perpendicular direction
of constant energy surface.
It has been pointed out by Van Hove et al. [19] that the density of states of
electron and photon bands possesses singularities at points where |∇k(E)| vanishes.
These points are known as critical points (CP).
The critical point can introduce some structural characteristics in the reflectance
spectrum; the property of CP determines the imaginary part of the semicondcutor
dielectric function. On the contrary, the analysis of the dielectric function can provide
useful information on the band structure of a semiconductor.
The dielectric function near the critical point is given
( ) ( )ncpi iEEAeCE Γ+−−= θε (3.64)
where C is constant, A is amplitude, θ is phase angle, Γ is a broadening factor, Ecp is the
critical point energy. The values of n are –1/2, 0, ½ and –1 corresponding to the 1, 2, 3,
and 0 dimension critical point. For a 2D critical point,
( ) ( )Γ+−−= iEEAeCE cpi lnθε (3.65)
Theoretically speaking, the characteristic of a critical point can be directly
determined from Eq. (3.64). However, this is impossible in practice. Firstly, the pure
spectrum from interband transition is always blurred by scattering and exciton effects.
On the other hand, the feature in the dielectric function spectrum, such as a peak, is a
reflection of a summation of contributions from transitions from different critical points.
So it is not possible to directly relate the number of spectral features to the number of
critical points. Moreover, many features of the critical points are ambiguous and of low
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sensitivity. But the higher order derivative spectrum of the dielectric function normally
shows rather sharp features around a critical point. Such properties make the line shape
simulation a standard method to analyze the dielectric function spectra [18].
In this work, the critical point energy (Ecp) and broadening factor (Γ) were
obtained by curve fitting the second derivative of the dielectric constant (ε= ε1+i ε2)
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Chapter 4  Experimental Details
This chapter provides details on the sample preparation and the structural,
electrical and optical characterization procedures used in this work. The first section
describes how the samples were prepared and the processes for metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) capacitor fabrication. The second section describes the structural
characterization techniques, namely high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD), Raman
spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). The next part deals with the experimental details for the
electrical characterization of MOS capacitors. The experimental parameters chosen for
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) characterization were presented in the last part.
4.1 Sample preparation
The major part of our work is on strained Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy alloys, with
Si as the control sample. The control silicon sample was a single-side polished, 50 mm
in diameter, phosphorus doped (n-type) silicon wafer with (100) orientation and a
resistivity of 4-8 Ωcm. Following the standard RCA cleaning procedure, the silicon
wafer underwent rapid thermal oxidation.
The strained Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy samples were supplied by Prof. Cary
Yang of Santa Clara University. The layer structure of the samples is shown in Fig. 4.1
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Fig. 4.1 Layer structure of Si1-xGex or Si1-x-yGexCy/Si samples used in this work.
Prior to the growth of the Si1-xGex or Si1-x-yGexCy epi-layers by rapid thermal
chemical vapour deposition (RTCVD), the 100 mm, n-type (100) Si substrate of
resistivity 1 Ωcm underwent, firstly, an ex situ clean by a dip in 5% HF (without a de-
ionized water rinse or a N2 dry), followed by a high temperature in situ prebake in H2,
and the subsequent growth of a 200 nm Si-buffer layer within a RTCVD reactor. These
steps are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Substrate preparation before Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy alloy film growth
Ex situ clean Dip in HF (5% in de-ionised water)
In situ clean 1050oC, 1.5 Torr, H2: 2 slm
Si buffer 900oC, 1.5 Torr, H2: 2 slm, SiH4: 80sccm
Standard RCA cleaning was used to remove the organic as well as the inorganic
contaminants on the silicon substrate surface before rapid thermal oxidation was carried
out. The RCA cleaning involved three steps:
The RCA I solution is made up of de-ionised water (H2O), hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) and ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) at a volume ratio of 5:1:1. The solution
was heated up to a temperature of 80 - 90oC.  The wafers were immersed into the
Si1-xGex or Si1-x-yGexCy
(RTCVD grown)
Pure Si buffer, 200 nm
(RTCVD grown)
n-type, (100) Si substrate, 500 nm
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solution for 10 - 15 minutes.  This was followed by a 15-minute rinse in de-ionized
water. The organic contaminants were removed after this step.
The RCA II solution consists of de-ionized water (H2O), hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) and hydrochloric (HCl) acid at a volume mixing ratio of 6:1:1. It was also
heated up to a temperature of 80 - 90oC and the wafers were then immersed in it for 10 -
15 minutes. This was followed by rinsing in de-ionized water for 15 minutes. This step
eliminates the inorganic contaminants.
The last step in the cleaning process involved a 10-second quick dip of the
wafers in 10% hydrofluoric (HF) acid to etch away the native oxide at the wafer
surfaces.  The wafers were then rinsed in de-ionized water for 15 minutes and blown dry
with nitrogen.
4.1.1 Rapid Thermal Chemical Vapor Deposition (RTCVD)
The Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy epi-layers were grown in a Jipelec, Jetlight 200
RTCVD reactor on 100 mm, n-type (100) Si.  This was a cold-wall stainless-steel
single-wafer reactor without a load lock. The silicon substrate was heated through a
quartz window by a bank of halogen lamps.  The wafer temperature was controlled by
an infrared pyrometer. The growth temperature and pressure of the alloy layers was
550-600oC and 1.5 Torr, respectively. The process gases used were silane (SiH4),
germane (GeH4), methylsilane (SiCH6) and hydrogen (H2).
After the ex situ and in situ cleans and Si-buffer layer growth (Table 4.1), the
Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy epilayers were grown. The processing parameters are shown in
Table 4.2.
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J1 Si0.89Ge0.11 600 1000 80 2 0 95
J2 Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 600 1000 80 2 0.25 130
J4 Si0.8738Ge0.11C0.0132 600 1000 80 2 0.85 107
J8 Si0.8686Ge0.11C0.0184 600 1000 80 2 1.75 106
M1 Si0.8Ge0.2 600 1000 80 5 0 150
M2 Si0.784Ge0.2C0.016 600 1000 80 5 1 134
4.1.2 Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP)
Rapid thermal processing was carried out in an A.S.T. Electronik SHS 10
system. A schematic diagram of the rapid thermal processing system is shown in Fig.
4.2. The system chamber consists of a quartz reactor with tungsten-halogen lamps
arranged on the top and bottom serving as heat sources. The samples were placed on a
100 mm wafer which in turn rested on a quartz wafer tray that could be pulled out
through the door for the loading and unloading of samples. The flow rate of ambient gas
released into the chamber via a gas inlet could be controlled by valves. The substrate
temperature was read through a pyrometer placed directly below the wafer tray. The
pyrometer was constantly calibrated with a thermocouple and had a temperature
accuracy of ±4 oC. The halogen lamps, inlet valves, and pyrometer formed part of an
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integrated control system together with a computer. The computer executed the
processing recipes, which consists of a series of thermal processing steps. The system
has a recommended operating temperature range from 500 to 1100oC.
Fig. 4.2 Schematic diagram of the rapid thermal processing system
The temperature-time profile used in this work is shown in Fig. 4.3. A pre-
stabilization step at 700oC is maintained for 10s for uniform sample heating. The
temperature was then increased at a rate of 30oC/s to the desired oxidation temperature
(Tp) for an oxidation time (tp). The rapid thermal oxidation was carried out in O2 or N2O
ambient. For the rapid thermal annealing experiment, the annealing ambient was pure
N2. After the oxidation or annealing process was completed, the chamber was cooled
and purged by Ar gas.
In our work, rapid thermal oxidation was carried out at two different
temperatures. For the samples oxidized at 1000oC, the oxidation duration was 270s.
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For the samples oxidized at 800oC, the oxidation duration was 600s in order to
get a suitable oxide thickness for electrical characterization. Some of low
temperature oxidation experiments were also carried out in a N2O ambient to
check the effect of N incorporation.
Rapid thermal annealing was carried out at different temperatures (from
700oC to 1000oC) with a fixed duration of 300s. Table 4.3 lists the RTO or RTA
conditions for the samples used in this work.












Ramp rate = 30oC/s
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Table 4.3 Samples used in this work that have undergone rapid thermal processing (RTP),
and their respective RTP conditions
RTP Conditions





D_1000 Si 1000 270 O2
1_1000 Si0.887Ge0.113 1000 270 O2
J2_1000 Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 1000 270 O2
J4_1000 Si0.8738Ge0.131C0.0132 1000 270 O2
J8_1000 Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 1000 270 O2
M1_1000 Si0.8Ge0.2 1000 270 O2
M2_1000 Si0.784Ge0.2C0.016 1000 270 O2
J1_800A Si0.887Ge0.113 800 600 O2
J1_800B Si0.887Ge0.113 800 600 N2O
J2_800A Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 800 600 O2
J2_800B Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 800 600 N2O
J3_700AN Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 700 300 N2
J3_800AN Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 800 300 N2
J3_900AN Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 900 300 N2
J3_950AN Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 950 300 N2
J3_1000AN Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 1000 300 N2
J5_700AN Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 700 300 N2
J5_800AN Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 800 300 N2
J5_900AN Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 900 300 N2
J5_950AN Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 950 300 N2
J5_1000AN Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 1000 300 N2
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4.1.3 The fabrication process of MOS capacitor
For electrical characterization, aluminum was used as the top and bottom
contacts for the MOS structure. A schematic diagram of the fabrication steps for the
MOS capacitors is shown in Fig.4.4.
Fig. 4.4 The fabrication process flow of MOS capacitor
An Anelva VI-43N Electron Beam Evaporation System was used for the
aluminum contact deposition. The required vacuum level for evaporation was achieved
through two levels of pumping. First, the sorption pump reduced the chamber pressure
from the atmospheric level to about 10-4 Torr. An ion pump then took over and brought
the pressure down to about 10-7Torr. When the pressure was below 2×10-5Torr, the main
valve to the chamber was opened slowly. This was done until the main valve was fully
opened. As the sorption and ion pumps were both oil free, there was no problem of oil
contamination in the system.
When a pressure of 10-7 Torr was achieved, a 4 kV electron beam gun ejects
high energy electrons which were diffracted by an electro-magnetic field and targeted
onto the high purity aluminum ingots placed below the substrate. Electron
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bombardment caused the metal to melt and vaporize. The high vacuum ensured that the
substrate was maintained at a lower temperature, thus allowing deposition of a film by
condensation.
The growth rate and thickness of the deposited metal film can be measured by
the INFICON XTM film thickness monitor incorporated into the system. The film
growth rate was about 4-5Å/s. The pattern was defined and transferred using the
positive photoresist AZ5145 and UV illumination. The aluminum layer was etched by
the Al etchant solution composed by 304ml phosphoric acid (H3PO4), 12ml nitric acid
(HNO3), acetic acid (CH3COOH) and 60ml deionized water at 40-50ºC. The diameter of
the capacitor was 200µm.
Post metallization annealing was carried out in forming gas (10%H2/90%N2) at
400ºC for 5 to 30 minutes using the 'Mini-brute" Thermco model MB71 Furnace. A
Thermco Ana-lock controller series 201 was incorporated into the furnace that
controlled the three temperature zones in the furnace. The flow of nitrogen was
maintained at 1.5 liters/min.
4.2 Structural Characterization
4.2.1 High-Resolution X-Ray Diffraction (HRXRD)
The high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) measurements were carried out
using a Philips X-ray diffraction system, X’Pert MRD. The system was equipped with
optical coding and Bartel’s crystal (Ge (220)) which ensured fine precision (0.0001°)
and a monochromator beam (peak broadening of 12 arcsec) for the rocking curve scans.
The ω-2θ scans were performed around the symmetrical planes of (004) with the silicon
substrate giving a peak at a Bragg angle of 34.5959°.
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4.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman measurements were performed at room temperature using a
Renishaw Raman spectrometer (Model: Sysem 2000) equipped with a double
monochromator and an optical multichannel detector system. The samples were excited
using the 488nm line of an argon (Ar+) laser with the detection done in the
backscattering configuration at the (100) face. The laser power of 20mW was adopted to
avoid sample heating effect. The laser spot size was approximately 1µm. Spectral
resolution was about 1.5cm-1. Three spectra were accumulated for each sample with a
scan time of 100 seconds per spectra and averaged in order to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio. A single crystalline Si was used as a calibration standard. Similar to the
FTIR measurement, when we studied the local carbon model, a difference spectrum was
also obtained using the Si0.887Ge0.113 sample as a background.
4.2.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
The infrared experiments were carried out using a Nicolet Magna-IR 850 FTIR
spectrophotometer. The system employed a Michaelson interferometer with Happ-
Genzel apodisation. The samples were placed normal to the infrared beam and were
measured in the transmittance mode at room temperature. To ensure accurate and well-
resolved recordings, each sample was scanned 48 times with a spectral resolution of 2
cm-1. Smoothing was applied to remove noisy components from the spectra. Automatic
baseline correction in the spectra was performed in all our experiments. For studying
the carbon bonds in the Si1x-yGexCy films in the 500 – 1000 cm-1 wavenumber region, a
background Si wafer with a 200 nm pure epi-Si buffer grown above, was used to
eliminate lattice absorption bands.
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4.2.4 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed
using a VG ESCALAB 2201-XL spectrometer. An Al Kα (1486.6 eV) source was used
with the analyzer mode set at a constant analyzer energy of 20 eV. The X-ray source
was run at 120W (12kV and 10 mA) and a takeoff angle of 90°. Depth profiling was
carried out by Ar+ ion sputtering at 1 kV, with a beam current of 1 µA. During
sampling, surface charging was expected due to the absence of electron flood gun in the
chamber. The XPS spectra were calibrated against the C1S peak, which has been shown
to be accurate for silicon based sample. All the XPS spectra were fitted with Gaussian
functions and the background was removed by the Shirley subtraction method.
4.2.5 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)
The secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements were performed in
a UHV-based Cameca IMS 6f system using mass-filtered Cesium (Cs+) primary beams.
The focused beams were raster scanned over areas of typically 200×200µm2 at an angle
incidence of 65°. An energy of 5keV was chosen to obtain flat concentration profiles
with moderate sputtering rates for the films in the thickness range of several tens to
hundreds of nanometers. MCs+ cluster ions, where M is any element in the sample, have
been detected for almost quantitative depth profiling of the C concentration in the
layers. The quantification was performed using the as-grown sample as a reference. The
depth was converted from sputtering time using the pit thickness measured by a surface
profiler.
4.2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
The samples used for TEM measurements were cut into dimensions of
1mm×3mm. Four pieces of such samples were glued to each other using epoxy followed
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by a 20 minutes heat-cure treatment. The resulting samples were subjected to
mechanical grinding and polishing. The samples were mounted on a copper grid and the
uneven surface was subjected to mechanical grinding and polishing until the thickness
of the sample and the copper grid was 100-200µm. Thereafter, the sample underwent
dimple grinding to thin the sample thickness to ~20µm. The thinned section was then
milled by an ion miller to remove the material in order to create electron beam access
through the sample. The importance of thinning the sample is to enable more
transmitted electrons to be detected by the detector, thus increasing the resolution. In
this work, the TEM experiments were carried out using a Philips CM300 system with an
operating voltage of 300kV.
4.3 Electrical Characterization
4.3.1 Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) and Conductance-Voltage (G-V)
Measurements
The C-V measurements were carried out using a Hewlett-Packard Precision
LCR meter (Model 4284). Prior to any measurement, the machine was allowed to
warm-up for 30-40 minutes. The control of this equipment was done with a PC and
IEEE 488 connector. The wafers were placed in an enclosed probe station and were held
in place by a vacuum chuck. All measurements were done in a dry, inert (N2) ambient.
As the circuit mode was set to parallel during the measurement, the measured value will




The quasi-static capacitance voltage (QSCV) characteristic was obtained using
the Hewlett-Packard precision current source (Model HP4140B). With the sweep rate of
the ramp voltage was set to 50mV/s.
4.3.2 Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristic
This technique was used to measure the oxide bulk insulating properties and
high-field conduction mechanism. The experiment was carried out using a Hewlett-
Packard Precision Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (Model HP4156A). A positive
voltage was applied to the gate of MOS capacitors and the current passing through the
device was recorded.
Constant current stressing (CCS) was preformed on the MOS capacitor to
examine the oxide reliability. An HP 4156A was used in the constant current mode, and
the voltage across the capacitor was monitored as a function of time.
4.3.3 Deep level transient spectrum (DLTS)
DLTS is a useful technique to provide detailed information on bulk and interface
traps of the oxide/epi-layer system, e.g., energy position, capture cross-section and trap
density. The capacitance transient measurement of DLTS on MOS capacitors was
performed using a commercial computer controlled DLTS system (Bio-rad DL8000).
The measurement frequency was set at 1MHz and rate window of tw2=2tw1 (tw1, tw2 are
two sampling time) was used. The measurements were carried out from 50 to 315K. A
filling pulse width of 10ms was chosen in order to provide enough time for electrons to
fill the interface traps. The reverse bias Vr was chosen in the depletion mode to avoid
the influence of minority carriers on the DLTS signal. The pulse height was selected
carefully to obtain a saturated DLTS output. The pulse height was also kept as small as
possible to make the energy window small enough to fulfil the theoretical assumption
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that the trap density and capture cross-section remain as constants. The reverse bias was
varied to distinguish the contribution to the DLTS signal from bulk trap and interface
trap.
4.4 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) and curve fitting
The SE experiments were performed using a spectroscopic phase modulated
ellipsometer (UVSEL) with the energy ranged from 1.5eV to 4.5eV. The rotating
polarizer and tracking analyser were set at 70º. The energy increment and integration
time for the SE experiments were set at 0.01 eV and 2s, respectively. To fit the
experimental SE spectra, the simplest model for optical dispersion used is harmonic
oscillator. The model used for the film stack only consists of epitaxy layer on Si
substrate. The parameters in the film stack are the thickness and refractive index (RI)
dispersion of film and the RI dispersion of the Si substrate. The RI dispersion of Si
substrate is assumed to be constant.
As far as critical point features are concerned, we assume that E1 is excitonics
lineshape (0 diemnsion) and E0’ is 2D lineshape. Based on Eqs. (3.64-3.65), the
dielectric function can be expressed as:
( ) ( ) ( )'0'02211111 ln21 Γ+−−+Γ+−−= − iEEeACiEEeACE ii θθε (4.1)
thus, the second derivative of dielectric function are:
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The critical point energy (E1, E0’) and broadening factor (Γ1, Γ0’) were obtained by
curve fitting the second derivative of the experimental dielectric constant (ε= ε1+i ε2)
versus energy to Eq. (4.2) using the least square method to make Eq. (4.3) to a minimal
value.
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 is the numeric second derivative of experimental dielectric function at
E=Ei. The critical point energy (E1, E0’) and broadening factor (Γ1, Γ0’ ) are constants to
be determined in Eq. (4.3).
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Chapter 5  Structural characterization of as-grown and rapid
thermal processed Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy strained alloys
5.1 Structural characterization of as-grown a Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy
strained alloys
In this section, a detailed structural characterization was carried out for as-grown
Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy strained alloys. The techniques for the structural analysis
include high resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy
and Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy. The structural results presented
here will form a basis for comparison when we examine the effect of the rapid thermal
process (oxidation and anneal) on the structural properties of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy
strained films in section 5.2.
5.1.1 High resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) spectroscopy
Figure 5.1 shows the (004) reflection X-ray rocking curves of the
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy alloys. Since all XRD diffraction signal from the
narrow Si substrate peak located at 34.5959o, the relative angle shown in Fig. 5.1 is
used. The presence of the second broader peak (to the left or right of the substrate peak)
is attributed to the alloy.
After obtaining the epi-layer lattice constants from the rocking curves, the lattice
mismatch strains within the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy samples were calculated
from the their XRD rocking curves using the method explained in Chapter 3 (assume
Vegard’s law is valid), section 3.1.2. The Ge and C concentrations were derived from
the Vegard’s law and are shown in Table 5.1.
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In Figure 5.1, for the J series samples which has 11.3% Ge concentration (which
was independently determined from Rutheford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS)
result), it can be seen from the XRD rocking curves that the alloy-substrate peak
separation is greatest at C=0% i.e. Si0.887Ge0.113.
















Rocking Angle (Rel. Deg.)
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2
Si0.784Ge0.2C0.016
Si0.8Ge0.2
Fig. 5.1 (004) X-ray rocking curves of Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8-yGe0.2Cy alloys grown by rapid








This separation is influenced by the difference between the perpendicular lattice
constant of Si0.887Ge0.113 (see Table 5.1) and the Si substrate. The Ge atomic
concentration 11.14% extracted from HRXRD result is in complete agreement with the
RBS result.
Table 5.1 The lattice mismatch strain of the as-grown Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8-yGe0.2Cy
alloys calculated from the XRD results. The Ge and C concentrations of the as-grown
samples were estimated using the Vegard’s law
Sample
Si1-x-yGexCy

















J1 0.113 0 0.330 5.4563 0.46 11.14 0.00
J2 0.113 0.0059 0.226 5.4449 0.25 11.14 0.60
J4 0.113 0.0132 0.059 5.4319 0.017 11.14 1.30
J8 0.113 0.0184 -0.121 5.4180 -0.23 11.14 2.04
M1 0.20 0 0.620 5.4762 0.83 19.92 0.00
M2 0.20 0.0160 0.209 5.4436 0.23 19.92 1.74
In fact, the increased perpendicular lattice constant causes a shift of the alloy
peak to negative angles with respect to the substrate peak. Since the Si0.887Ge0.113 lattice
constant (5.4563Å) is greater than that of Si (5.4310Å), the epilayer is under
compressive strain (0.46%).
During the Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8-yGe0.2Cy deposition process, the GeH4 flow
rates were kept at 2 and 5 sccm respectively (see Table 4.2 in Chapter 4). So the Ge
atomic concentration incorporated into Si1−x-yGexCy films should be constant. It is also
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reported by Mi et al. [1] that the variation in the SiH3CH3 flow rate only change the C
concentration incorporated into the epitaxy layer, and Ge incorporation is independent
of the C concentration.
It is also clear from Fig. 5.1 that an incorporation of 0.59% carbon resulted in a
clear shift of the alloy peak towards the substrate peak. This indicates a reduction in
alloy lattice constant and a partial strain compensation, so that mismatch strain is now
0.25%.
A full strain compensation is achieved with 1.32% carbon incorporation
(Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 sample). The alloy peak is now coincident with the substrate peak.
This indicates that the lattice constants of both the alloy and Si substrate are now equal
and that strain within the alloy is fully compensated. This is in good agreement with the
results of Mi et al. [1]. The Ge:C ratio for full strain compensation of our
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples is therefore 8.56:1. This agrees well with the theoretical ratio
(8.2:1) derived from Vegard’s law. According to Osten et al.[2], approximately 1.2 at.%
C is required for full compensation of strain in a 11.3 at.% Ge in Si1-x-yGexCy system.
For the Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample, however, the alloy peak appears at the right
side of the substrate peak in Fig. 5.1. This is due to an increase in the carbon
incorporation into the layer above complete compensation. Now the alloy lattice
constant is smaller than that of the substrate Si and resulted in tensile strain in the alloy
[3, 4]. Sample M1 (Si0.8Ge0.2) shows a greater compressive strain than Si0.887Ge0.113
since a bigger amount of Ge atoms was incorporated into the alloy. This results in a
greater lattice mismatch with the substrate Si. Table 5.1 shows that the alloy peak is
separated from the substrate peak by -0.62o, and is under compressive strain of 0.83%.
A carbon incorporation of 1.6% (sample Si0.784Ge0.2C0.016) similarly compensates the
strain to 0.23%. This is seen in the shift of the alloy peak towards the substrate peak.
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For the  series (Ge=20at%), full strain compensation is not yet achieved, which is
estimated by Osten et al. [3] to be around 2.1% of carbon incorporation.
From the HRXRD results of Fig. 5.1, the substitutional C concentration can be
extracted from the epitaxial layer lattice constant using Vegard’s law assuming the Ge
concentration are 11.3% and 20% for Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8-yGe0.2Cy samples,
respectively. It is evident from Table 5.1 that the substitutional C amount derived from
HRXRD results are quite close to the C amount using RBS results. It is well known that
normal RBS measurement only provide the C atomic concentration. So it means that all
of C incorporated into the as-grown Si1−x-yGexCy films are occupying the substitutional
sites in the crystal lattice, which demonstrate that good quality as-grown Si1−x-yGexCy
samples can be obtained using rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD)
technique.
5.1.2 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra are useful for studying the local structure of the strained and
unstrained alloys, as the frequency of a phonon mode of a particular centre is greatly
influenced by the nearest neighbors. As such, shifts of certain mode may provide
information on the strain in the samples.
A typical Raman spectrum of Si1−x−yGexCy is shown in Fig. 5.2. The four distinct
groups are identified as Ge-Ge, Si-Ge, Si-Si, and Si-C vibrations. Due to the small film
thickness, the dominating feature in the spectrum is the Si-Si vibrational mode of the
substrate, at 520cm-1. The peak energy of the Si-Si modes from the epi-layer is slightly
lower, due to the strain, than that of the substrate, and appears only as a weak shoulder
on the strong substrate peak. The Ge-Ge, Si-Ge, and Si-C modes are also clearly
observed at 300, 400, 605 cm-1. It is noted that these peak positions are in good
agreement with that identified by Dietrich et al. [5].
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Fig. 5.2 A typical Raman spectrum of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy. The peak of Si-Si (substrate) was omitted to
enhance Si-Ge, Ge-Ge, Si-C vibration mode.
The Si-Si vibration mode of the epi-layer can only be determined by
deconvolution of the Raman spectra. Figure 5.3 shows a typical Si-Si Raman spectrum
of a Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 sample. Note that the Si-Si line can be deconvoluted into two
components, i.e. from the Si substrate and from the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 layer. The peak





















































Fig. 5.3 Typical room temperature Raman spectrum of Si0.9911Ge0.113C0.0059 sample. The dashed lines
are the individual components that correspond to the Si-Si vibrations of the substrate and that of the
alloy layer
5.1.2.1 Raman spectra of strained Si1−xGex alloys
The Raman shift of Si-Si and Si-Ge vibration modes in Si1−xGex alloys as a
function of Ge concentration is shown in Fig. 5.4. The dash lines are fitted using Eqs.
(2.2) and (2.3) listed in Chapter 2 for the fully relaxed Si1−xGex alloys. The solid lines
are for strained Si1−xGex alloys fitted using Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). The strain term is
translated to the Ge concentration by the relationship.











where a(Si), a(Ge), and a(Si1-xGex) are lattice constants of Si and Si1−xGex alloys and
( ) ( ) ( )GexaSiaxGeSia xx +−=− )1(1
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The filled circles are the experimental points of strained Si1−xGex samples with
Ge concentrations of 11.3% and 20%. It is clearly that our samples are quite close to the
curve of a fully strained film. For comparison, we have also incorporated the Raman
shift for two fully relaxed SiGe samples with Ge amount of 20% and 25%, grown at
MIT using UHV-CVD method [6].
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Fig. 5.4 The Ge concentration dependence of Si-Si, Si-Ge vibration modes in strained and relaxed
Si1−xGex alloys. The solid and dash lines are fitting curves for strained and relaxed alloys. The
symbols are experimental results of two sets of strained and relaxed films
5.1.2.2 Raman spectra in Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
Si-Si vibrational mode
The Si-Si bonds in a strained Si1-xGex layer are subject to tensile strain. When a
Si1−x−yGexCy alloy is formed, the average lattice constant of the alloy can be equal or
even smaller than that of Si. The Si-Si bonds in this material may be under compressive
strain. This strain affects the frequency of the Si-Si Raman peak [7, 8] in the alloy.
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Using the peak deconvolution method described earlier, the separation between
the Si-Si peaks of the alloy and the substrate as a function of the C concentration for the
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy films are shown in Fig. 5.5.

































Fig. 5.5 Peak positions of the Si-Si Raman line of as-grown Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy samples
relative to the Raman line of pure Si as a function of carbon concentration (y)
It can be seen that for samples with a fixed Ge concentration, the distance
between the two Si-Si peaks of the samples increases with an increase in the carbon
concentration.
Note that for the strain-compensated sample Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132, the Si-Si alloy
is shifted from the substrate by –5.66 cm-1
. 
It looks like there is a contradiction between
the Si-Si Raman frequency shift (Raman shift did not change back to Si substrate value)
and XRD results (lattice constant of alloy change back to Si substrate) for the full strain-
compensation alloys Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132. This is due to the fact that X-ray diffraction
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measures a mean value of the deformation over many unit cells whereas Raman
scattering yields information on the short range atomic arrangement [9].
Our Raman spectroscopy results are in agreement with that reported by
Menendez et al. [11] in that they showed that the Si-Si bonds in strain-compensated
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys do not relax back to their configuration in pure Si. The
incorporation of C only produces a partial relaxation of the Si-Si bonds towards their
geometrical arrangement in bulk Si.
Si-C vibrational mode
A well-defined Si-C mode peak is observed in our Si1−x−yGexCy samples at
around 610 cm-1, which is accompanied by a small satellite peak. In studying this
vibration mode, a Raman difference spectrum of Si1-x-yGexCy films was obtained using
Si1-xGex sample as a background so that the influence of a second-order Si phonon line
can be excluded. The satellite peak has been postulated to be a C third-nearest-
neighbour mode or related to C short-range ordering [11]. Hence we can conclude that
the formation of short-range ordering of C occurs for our RTCVD-grown Si1-x-yGexCy
layers. Such a ordering of C was also reported in similar samples fabricated using the
MBE method [11].
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Fig. 5.6 A typical Raman difference spectrum between Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy centered
around the Si-C mode
Figure 5.6 gives a Raman difference spectrum between Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.883−yGe0.113Cy samples centered at the Si-C mode. Figure 5.7 shows a linear shift of
5.6 cm-1 per at. % C for Raman shift of the main Si-C mode in Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy samples
of varying C concentration. Guedj et al. [12] also reported a linear shift of 3.7 cm-1 per
at. % C on a series of RTCVD grown Si1−x−yGexCy samples with 10% Ge content.
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Fig. 5.7 Shift of the Si-C Raman peak in Si0.883-yGe0.113Cy as a function of the C concentration
5.1.3 Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
FTIR spectroscopy can be used to analyze the incorporation of substitutional C
into the Si1-x-yGexCy films. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the FTIR absorption spectra of the
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy samples, respectively. The absorption peak from the
localized vibrational mode of substitutional carbon in solution in Si is at 607.5 cm-1
[13]. The strong phonon absorption mode in silicon carbide (β-SiC) is at 810 cm-1 [14].
The FTIR absorption spectra of Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 samples
show strong absorption peaks at approximately 607 cm-1 with a FWHM of 20cm-1. As
far as the Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 samples are concerned, an obvious shift of the Si-C peak
to a higher wavenumber to 615.5cm-1 and an increase of FWHM to 35cm-1 are
observed.
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Fig. 5.8 Infrared absorption spectra of Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy samples

















Fig. 5.9 Infrared absorption spectra of Si0.8Ge0.2 and Si0.8-yGe0.2Cy samples
The IR results presented here are in complete agreement with the recent
experimental observation of Finkman et al. [15]. However, the FWHM obtained from
our samples are about four times larger than the observed local C mode in Si wafer (of
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order of 1017cm-3). It is also important to note that no silicon carbide (β-SiC)
precipitation, which yields an absorption peak near 800 cm-1 [14], is found in any of the
samples.
5.2 Structural characterization of rapid thermal processed Si1−xGex
and Si1−x−yGexCy strained alloys
Since it is very important to maintain the thermal stability of the strained
Si1−x−yGexCy epi-layers, low thermal budget processing is necessary [16]. A few studies
have been carried out on the thermal annealing effects [17-19] and oxidation effects on
Si1−x−yGexCy [20-21]. Rapid thermal processing (RTP), as a low thermal budget
technique, is widely used in the manufacturing of advanced semiconductor devices [22].
For a thin strained layer, a short high temperature process may be desirable. While some
work on rapid thermal oxidation of Si1−xGex films have been reported [23-25], to the
best of our knowledge, very little work has been reported on the rapid thermal annealing
or oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy films.
A rapid thermal oxidation (RTO) at 1000°C for 270s was carried out on Si1−xGex
and Si1−x−yGexCy films to study the effect of high temperature oxidation on the strain
and structural properties of Si1−x−yGexCy samples with varying Ge and C concentration.
Compared to the RTO study, a systematic investigation on the thermal stability of
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys was done on (a) Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 and (b) Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103
alloys by rapid thermal annealing (RTA).
In the first part of this section, the effect of RTP on the strain and C
configuration in Si1−x−yGexCy strained alloys were characterized with high resolution X-
ray diffraction (HRXRD), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR)
spectroscopy. The C and Ge depth profiles of RTP samples were also monitored by
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secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analysis. transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was employed to confirm the SiC precipitate formation. Comparison between
the RTO and RTA results help us to understand the difference between oxidation and
annealing effect on the structural properties of strained Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
As the oxide/Si1−x−yGexCy alloy interface properties are directly related to the
electrical properties of the MOS capacitors fabricated on Si1−x−yGexCy alloys, a study of
the depth profile of the Ge chemical configuration at the oxide/epi-layer interface was
carried out in the second part of this section
5.2.1 Effect of RTO and RTA on strain and C configuration in
Si1−x−yGexCy films
5.2.1.1 Strain change and loss of substitutional C
(i) Rapid thermal oxidized samples
HRXRD results
The X-ray rocking curves of the rapid thermal oxidized Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and
Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy alloys are shown in Fig.5.10. Using the method explained in Chapter 3,
the alloy lattice constants, al, and the lattice mismatch strains of the oxidized
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy samples were calculated. These results are listed in
Table 5.2.
By comparing the alloy peak positions in the rocking curves of Si0.887Ge0.113 (J1)
and Si0.8Ge0.2 (M1) films before and after rapid thermal oxidation (Tables 5.1 and 5.2),
we observe that the alloy-substrate peak separations remained unchanged in both
samples. This means that no relaxation of the perpendicular strain took place in the
Si1−xGex films after RTO at 1000oC for 270s. This agrees with the results of
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Nayak  et al. [23-25] who reported a negligible strain relaxation in rapid thermal
oxidized Si0.8Ge0.2 samples at 1000oC. Nayak et al. observed that strain relaxation
occurred rapidly only above 1050oC.
Table 5.2 The lattice mismatch strain of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and
















J1_1000 0.113 0 0.33 5.4531 0.41
J2_1000 0.113 0.0059 0.33 5.4531 0.41
J4_1000 0.113 0.0132 0.33 5.4531 0.41
J8_1000 0.113 0.0184 0.40 5.4586 0.51
M1_1000 0.20 0 0.61 5.4757 0.82
M2_1000 0.20 0.0160 0.61 5.4754 0.82
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Rocking Angle Omega (Rel. Deg.)
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2
Fig. 5.10 (004) rocking curves of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy alloys
The XRD rocking curves (Fig. 5.10) show that the effect of RTO on strained
Si1−x−yGexCy films is dependent on the amount of C in the as-prepared films. For films
that were partially (i.e., show compressive strain) or fully compensated, the oxidation
process reduces the C content in the film such that the oxidized films are similar to
Si1−xGex film. For instance, in Fig. 5.10, the peaks of oxidized Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059,
Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 and Si0.784Ge0.2C0.016 samples shifted close to the Si0.887Ge0.113 and
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Si0.8Ge0.2 peaks, respectively. Our calculation in Table 5.2 also shows that for oxidized
Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy samples with y≤0.0132 and Si0.784Ge0.2C0.016, the strain increases after
oxidation and reaches a value similar to that of the SiGe. This is reasonable as Atzmon
et al. [20] reported that wet oxidation of amorphous SiGeC at 950°C for 5 hours
resulted in the oxidation of carbon and the outgas of carbon from the bulk. Note that out
diffusion of carbon by formation of CO or CO2 from strained Si1-yCy film during wet
oxidation was also observed by Pressel et al. [26] and Garrido et al. [27]. It will be
further discussed when we present the SIMS results in section 5.2.1.3.
For films oxidized with a higher C content (Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184), the explanation
of the XRD results is more complicated. For example, in Fig. 5.10, two distinct regions
are observed on the left and right sides of the substrate peak for oxidized
Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample. The two regions suggest the existence of compressive and
tensile strain in the film. Comparing the `tensile’ (i.e., right side) peaks of the as-
prepared (see Fig. 5.1) and oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 samples, the peak seems to
shift more towards the Si peak in the oxidized sample in that no clear peak can be
observed in this sample. On the left side of the Si peak of the oxidized sample, there
appears to be a small peak at θ~-0.4° and a broadening region between θ= -0.1 to –
-0.3°. The broadening of the X-ray rocking curve may be caused by an increase in
defect density in the strained layer [28] or interdiffusion [29]. In Table 5.2, a
compressive strain of 0.51% was obtained for Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 and this is higher than
that of the Si0.887Ge0.113. The complex C distribution will be verified by the SIMS results
presented in section 5.2.1.3.
Raman spectra
After rapid thermal oxidation, the main Raman modes of Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-
Ge remain. These main Raman modes of Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy have been discussed
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in previous section. However, the Si-Si line is the strongest and provides interesting
























































Fig. 5.11 Peak positions of the Si-Si Raman lines of as-prepared and oxidized Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and
Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy samples relative to the Raman line of pure Si as a function of carbon concentration (y).
Figure 5.11 shows the separation between the Si-Si peaks of the alloy and Si
substrate as a function of the C concentration in Si1-x-yGexCy films (J and M series) after
oxidation. The Si-Si alloy-substrate peak separation of the same sample before RTO is
included. It can be seen from this figure that both the 11.3 and 20 at.% Ge samples, the
distance between the two Si-Si peaks of the as-prepared samples increases with increase
in C concentration.
Figure 5.11 also shows that the RTO process reduces the separation between the
two peaks for samples Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 to that close to
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Si0.887Ge0.113. It can be concluded that there was a significant loss of C content from the
samples Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132. In these partially (compressive) or
fully compensated samples, the Raman results are in good agreement to our discussion
of XRD results in Fig. 5.10, which also demonstrated a reduction of substitutional
carbon. A similar result is seen for the Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy series samples, where RTO
reduced the separation between the two peaks for the Si0.784Ge0.20C0.016 sample to that
close to Si0.80Ge0.20. For the tensile (Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184) sample, the Si-Si alloy-
substrate peak separation reduction is only partial and this is basically due to the higher
carbon concentration in this sample.
(ii) Rapid thermal annealed samples
It is shown in the above section that rapid thermal oxidation at 1000°C has
degraded the strain of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys which was mainly due to the loss of
substitutional carbon by high temperature oxidation.
To investigate the evolution behavior of substitutional C in strained Si1−x−yGexCy
alloys in a systematic way, rapid thermal annealing in pure N2 ambient by varying the
anneal temperature from 700 to 1000°C was performed on Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
Figure 5.12 shows the annealing temperature dependence of the X-ray rocking
curves for the (a) Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 and (b) Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 alloys. As far as the
two as-grown samples are concerned, the sharp (004) reflection peak with well-defined
fringes shown in the as-prepared samples indicate the good crystallinity of the as-grown
alloys. The amount of substitutional C was estimated from the XRD results using the
method described in Chapter 3. Figure 5.13 shows the change of substitional C
concentration as a function of RTA temperature. It is obvious from Figs. 5.12 and 5.13
that for the annealing at moderate temperatures (such as Ta= 700°C and 800°C), the
peak position, as well as the substitutional C content, did not change significantly.
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However, for Ta>900°C, there is a predominant shift of the X-ray reflection peak to the
left of the Si-Si peak. This change arises from an obvious decrease in the substitutional
C concentration. A temperature dependence of full width half at maximum (FWHM) of
the epi-layer XRD peak is shown in Fig. 5.14. We also include a work of Yu et al. [30]
on the rapid thermal annealed Si0.89Ge0.11/Si heterostructure for comparison. The
FWHM of as-grwon Si0.89Ge0.11 alloys is much less than our as-grown
Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 sample. This is reasonable as the crystal quality of as-grown
Si0.89Ge0.11 alloys is better than Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 alloy. It is clear that the FWHM of
all the Si1−x−yGexCy samples used in this work is not significantly changed after
experiencing the rapid thermal annealing. It means that the crystalline quality of the
films do not degrade even after the loss of substitutional C. The rapid increase of the
FWHM in Si0.89Ge0.11 alloys annealed above 800°C was explained by propagation of
dislocations by the relaxation of compressive strain in the epitaxial layer [30]. While the
compressive strain in Si1−x−yGexCy alloys increase due to the loss of substitutional C.
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ig. 5.12 (a) (004) x-ray rocking curves of as-grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043
alloys
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Fig. 5.12 (b) (004) x-ray rocking curves of as-grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103
alloys
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Fig. 5.13 The substitutional C amount calculated from XRD results versus annealing temperature









 C=0.43% (this work)
 C=1.03% (this work)











Fig. 5.14 The change of FWHM of XRD peaks for Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 and Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 alloys
RTA at different temperatures. A similar result for Si0.89Ge0.11/Si heterostructure is also included for
a comparison purpose
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Our work presented here is in good agreement with the furnace annealing study
of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys by Liu et al [18]. Similar behavior of substitutional C stability in
strained Si1−yCy was also observed by Kim et al. [31]. However, an obvious crystal
quality degradation and increase in FWHM was reported by Kanzawa et al. [32] on
RTA (1000°C 15s, N2) Si0.684Ge0.305C0.011 sample grown by UHV-CVD method. It may
be inferred that the growth method has an impact on the crystal stability of Si1−x−yGexCy
alloys.
5.2.1.2 C configuration change from IR results
(i) Rapid thermal oxidized samples
In section 5.1, the observation of the substitutional C peak at 607 cm-1 and no β-
SiC peak at 810 cm-1 for the as-prepared Si0.887-yGe0.113Cy samples demonstrates the
good quality of the as-grown samples.
Figure 5.15 shows the FTIR absorption spectra of the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples
after RTO at 1000oC and 270s. We see that there is no longer any peak at 607 cm-1
 
for
all these samples. This shows that there is a significant loss of substitutional C from the
Si1−x−yGexCy layers after RTO. The loss of substitutional C have been reported by Liu et
al. [18] and Warren et al. [19] for samples annealed at 1000oC. We are reporting the loss
of substitutional C from Si1-x-yGexCy layers after rapid thermal oxidation.
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Fig.5.15 Infrared absorption spectra of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys
We observe from Fig.5.15 that the Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample, which has the
highest C content, shows a broad peak around 810 cm-1 that is related to β-SiC. The β-
SiC band is shifted to higher wavenumbers than the value reported for bulk or thin-film
β-SiC (794 cm-1). This is attributed to the very small size and the shape of the
precipitates [33]. We conclude that some β-SiC precipitation occurred in
Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 after RTO. We will present the TEM micrograph showing the SiC
precipitation in Section 5.2.1.4.
On the other hand, the oxidized samples of Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and
Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132, which have a lower C content, showed almost no peaks at the
region around 810 cm-1. We conclude that the samples with lower C content showed
much less β-SiC precipitation after RTO. The loss of substitutional C from these
oxidized Si1-x-yGexCy samples may therefore not only be explained by the precipitation
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of β-SiC as was suggested by by Liu et al. [18] and Warren et al. [19]. It has been
proposed that substitutional C was lost due to the formation of volatiles such as CO2 and
CO. This is reasonable as Atzmon et al.[20] have shown that wet oxidation of
amorphous Si1−x−yGexCy film at 950°C for 5 hours resulted in the oxidation of carbon
and the outgassing of carbon from the bulk. Also outdiffusion of carbon by the
formation of CO or CO2 from the strained Si1−yCy film during wet oxidation was also
observed by Pressel et al. [26] and Garrido et al. [27]. We will discuss this further for
our own RTA samples.
We believe that in an oxidizing O2 ambient, substitutional carbon atoms in the
Si1-x-yGexCy film reacts with O2 to form volatile CO or CO2, thus greatly reducing the
possibility of β-SiC precipitation. This was the case for the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and
Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 samples. However, in the case of the high C content sample
(Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184), substitutional C was also used in the formation of β-SiC
precipitates.
(ii) Rapid thermal annealed samples
The FTIR spectra of RTA samples are shown in Figs. 5.16 (a) and (b). As
annealing proceeds, the height of the local vibration mode (LVM) peak of substitutional
C drops gradually. The integration of this LVM absorption was calculated and shown in
Fig. 5.17 as a function of annealing temperature. The results are similar to what has
been shown in the HRXRD results, that the reduction of substitutional C only began
significantly when annealed at higher than 900°C. The absorption mode at 810 cm-1 is
attributed to the phonon vibration of β-SiC precipitate, which also becomes observable
at > 950°C. The exact complementary feature of the temperature dependence of the
substitutional C and SiC peak demonstrates clearly that carbon atoms diffuse from
substitutional sites to interstitial sites under the high temperature annealing. Compared
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to the RTA samples, the relative weak peak of SiC vibration at 810 cm−1 for the 1000°C
RTO sample (see Fig. 5.15) can only be attributed to the out−diffusion of C in the form
of CO or CO2, which greatly reduces the possibility of SiC formation in the oxidation
case. This will be further discussed in Section 5.2.1.3.






















Fig. 5.16 (a) Infrared results of as-grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8827Ge0.113C0.0043 alloys
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Fig.5.16 (b) Infrared results of as-grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 alloys
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Fig. 5.17 Integrated density of Si-C peaks in FTIR results versus annealing temperature
Raman spectra of RTA samples
Since the local vibration mode of substitutional C is also Raman active, a Raman
spectrum measurement was also performed on as-grown and RTA Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103
samples and the results are shown in Fig. 5.18. It was found that the substitutional C
peak at 605 cm-1 was quite stable for annealing temperatures less than 900° C, which
provides a strong confirmation of the thermal stability behavior of substitutional C
shown in FTIR and HRXRD results.
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Fig. 5.18 Raman spectra of as-grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 alloys
5.2.1.3. C and Ge element depth profile from SIMS
(i) Rapid thermal oxidized samples
SIMS was carried out on the oxidised Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample to verify the
distribution of C and Ge content throughout the alloy. This would demonstrate whether
any substitutional C has indeed been lost from the sample itself (outgassed) or merely
precipitated to form β-SiC.
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Figure 5.19 shows the SIMS profile of C and Ge in the as-prepared and oxidized
Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample. The oxide/Si1-x-yGexCy interface (based on oxide thickness
from ellipsometry results) is also labeled in the figure. The oxide/Si1-x-yGexCy interface
is not fully consistent with Ge and C peak location. This may relate to the transient
process of SIMS measurement. The C concentration within the top 50nm was
characterized by a peak followed by a graded region. This rather complicated
distribution may be responsible for the compressive strain observed in Fig. 5.10 for the
oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample which resulted in a broadened peak.
The C profile in Fig.5.19 also clearly shows that the high temperature oxidation
reduces the carbon content in the Si1-x-yGexCy system, in good agreement with the
suggestions of Atzmon et al. [20] and Garrido et al. [27] that CO or CO2 were formed
and outgassed. Note that if only β-SiC was formed without outgassing, the total C
content within the whole SIMS profile would be unchanged. This is obviously not the
case in Fig. 5.19. We will elaborate on this point when we examine the SIMS results of
the RTA samples.
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Fig. 5.19 SIMS profiles of C and Ge for Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample before and after rapid thermal
oxidation.
From the SIMS profile of Ge in Fig. 5.19, we also found that Ge out-diffuses
into the Si buffer during RTO. The Ge content in the alloy bulk was nearly uniform but
slightly reduced after RTO. A sharp peak was observed at the SiO2/SiGeC interface,
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which showed a Ge pileup to 20 at%. This Ge pileup will be discussed in detail in
Section 5.2.2.
(ii) Rapid thermal annealed samples
In order to monitor the effect of rapid thermal annealing on the distribution of C
and Ge content throughout the epi-layer, the SIMS depth profiles of as-grown and RTA
Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 samples, acquired using low sputtering rate of about 1.7Å/sec with
3kV O2+ ions, are shown in Figs. 5.20 (a) and (b), respectively
The SIMS profiles clearly show the three-layered sample structure. These are the
Si1−x−yGexCy layer, Si buffer layer, and Si substrate. The Ge and C spikes present at the
substrate/buffer layer interfaces are due to a software problem of the RTCVD system,
which was also be reported by Mi et .al [34].
Regarding the C depth profile in the epi-layer, the RTA process has little impact
on the C distribution. The diffusion of C is also not significant, which can be verified by
the almost unchanged C content in the epi-layer as well as the parallel slopes of the
element profile in the transition region at the epi-layer/buffer Si interface. Note that the
SIMS results show the total C content in the Si1−x−yGexCy alloy layer, which includes
substitutional, interstitial carbon and SiC precipitates. Compared to the depth profiles of
the RTO samples shown in Fig. 5.19, the C content remained the same after the RTA
process. Our result presented here is in complete agreement with the results reported by
Warren et al. [19] on Si/Si1−x−yGexCy/Si structures annealed at 1050°C. There is
significant variation in the substitutional C concentration, the change of C configuration
shown in XRD, FTIR and Raman results cannot be reflected by the SIMS analysis. But
the study combining all these techniques can provide us a full picture of the behavior of
C in the RTA Si1−x−yGexCy layer.
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Fig. 5.20 SIMS profile of C (a) and Ge (b) for as-grown and RTA Si0.8767Ge0.113C0.0103 alloys
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As far as the Ge depth profile is concerned, Ge distribution is stable when the
RTA temperature is less than 900°C. The diffusion of Ge can be observed for samples
RTA at 950°C and 1000°C. The slope in the epi-layer/Si buffer becomes smaller than
the as-grown and low temperature RTA sample. A significant increase of the Ge
concentration can be found in the Si-buffer layer region for samples RTA at 950°C and
1000°C, which is the result of out-diffusion of Ge into the Si-buffer region. The
reduction of Ge content in the epi-layer region is also obvious for the sample annealing
at 1000°C. The top 100Å also contains a higher Ge concentration. Similar results of Ge
diffusion after annealing at 1000°C were also reported by Sugi [35] and Tan [36] in
their thermal stability study of strained Si/Si1−xGex heterstructure and by Warren et. al
[19] in their anneal study of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy.
5.2.1.4 Observation of SiC precipitation from TEM
(i) As-grown samples
A typical cross-sectional TEM image of the as grown Si1-x-yGexCy sample is
shown in Fig. 5.21. It shows that the as-grown sample is uniform and the defect density
is rather small inside the epitaxial layer. Furthermore, the interface between the
Si1−x−yGexCy layer and Si buffer layer is sharp and smooth. The crystalline quality of our




epi-Si buffer layer 
Fig.5.21 The cross-sectional TEM image of typical as-grown Si1-x-yGexCy alloy
(ii) Rapid thermal oxidized samples
A cross sectional TEM image of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 is
shown in Fig. 5.22. Compared to the as-grown sample shown in Fig. 5.21, there is a
lack of a sharp interface between the Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 and Si buffer layer. This may
be due to Ge diffusing into the Si substrate as a result of the high temperature oxidation.
The SIMS results of RTA samples also showed an obvious Ge diffusion at the epi-
layer/Si-buffer interface after 1000°C annealing. The whole Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 film is
also found to contain a significant number of black spots. There were two previous
TEM studies on SiC formation in Si1−x−yGexCy films [19, 37]. The Si1−x−yGexCy sample
of Warren et al. [19] (C=1%) and Cuadras et al. [37] (C=0.5%) exhibited very different
SiC precipitate density. The precipitate density of Warren et al. is similar to our results
in Fig. 5.22. However, results from Caudras et al. showed a rather sparse distribution of
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SiC precipitate due to a lower C concentration. It is useful to point out that Strane et al.
[38] also reported a SiC precipitate distribution in an annealed (at 925°C for 190 min)
Si0.986C0.014 alloy, very similar to our results. The precipitation is found to be distributed
throughout the layers that contain carbon. The β-SiC has the nanocrystalline structure.
The size of the nanocrystals is in the range of 3-5nm [38].
epi-Si buffer layer 
Si1-x-yGexCy 
Oxide 
Fig. 5.22 Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample
5.2.2 Interface properties of SiO2/Si1−x−yGexCy system
5.2.2.1 XPS results of as-grown Si1−x−yGexCy samples
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to study the chemical
composition of the Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy films. Using an Al Kα source (1486.6eV), a
wide scan of energy range of 0 - 1300 eV was carried out for all the Si1-xGex and
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Si1−x−yGexCy samples. A typical XPS widescan spectrum of our Si1-x-yGexCy sample is
shown in Fig. 5.23.

























Fig. 5.23 A typical wide scan XPS spectrum of the as-prepared Si1−x−yGexCy alloy
A series of peaks is observed on a continuous background that exhibits step-like
increases on the high binding energy side of each significant peak. The continuous
background is due to random and multiple energy loss processes. The background steps
occurring at each peak are attributed to inelastic photoemission or energy loss within the
solid [39]. From the wide scan spectrum, dominant photoelectron lines are observed at
30, 99.6, 151, 285, 531, 1217.4 and 1248 eV. From the XPS handbook [40], these are
identified as Ge 3d, Si 2p, Si 2s, C 1s, O 1s, Ge 2p3/2 and Ge 2p1/2 peaks, respectively. It
is observed that the O 1s peak is significant for the as-prepared Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy
samples. This is due to the presence of a layer of native oxide. Indeed, the wide scan
spectra of the sputtered etched as-prepared samples revealed no O 1s in the alloy bulk.
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A depth profile of the as-prepared Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy samples is necessary
to characterize the distribution of Ge and C within each sample. This allows for
subsequent comparison with rapid thermal oxidized samples to study the effects of rapid
thermal oxidation.



























Ion sputtering time (s)
Fig.5.24 Typical XPS depth profile of as-prepared Si1-x-yGexCy alloy obtained by Ar ion sputtering
If uniform sputtering dynamics is assumed, the ion sputtering time provide a
direct indication of depth of sample. Figure 5.24 shows the XPS depth profile of the
Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample. Such results are typical of all the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy and
Si0.8−yGe0.2Cy samples. Depth profiling was obtained by Ar ion sputtering. The results
indicate a general uniform distribution of Ge and C throughout the bulk of the alloy.
5.2.2.2 Oxide/ Si1−x−yGexCy interface
Figure 5.25 shows a montage of XPS narrow scan spectra of Ge 2p3/2 in the
depth profile of oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample. It can be seen that there is a
significant Ge 2p3/2 peak at binding energy of 1221.4 eV at the surface of oxide. This
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peak has a 4 eV shift from that of the elemental Ge 2p3/2 peak (1217.4 eV), which is
observed after all oxide has been removed after some time of ion sputtering. This 4 eV-
shifted Ge 2p3/2 peak is due to the presence of GeO2 [41] at the surface of the oxide
layer. The existence of the GeO2 layer has been reported in the oxidation study of
Si1−xGex with Ge concentration above 50 at.% [41, 42], or at low temperature, high
pressure oxidation of Si1-xGex films [43, 44].


























Fig. 5.25 Montage of Ge 2p3/2 of oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample
Another montage of the same sample in the energy range between 25 and 40eV
is shown in Fig.5.26. The two peaks at the surface of the oxide (i.e. depth profile time =
0) correspond to the O 2s peak at 25.0 eV and the smaller and broaden GeO2 peak at
33.7eV, which also support the observation of Ge 2p3/2 peak shift to 1221.43 eV. By
focusing on the Ge peak at 29.2 eV, one can see from Fig. 5.26 that elemental Ge is
present throughout the oxide layer. This is not observable with the Ge 2p peak. The Ge
3d intensity peaks at the oxide surface and reduces as oxide thickness increases. The
strong Ge 3d peak at the SiO2/Si1-x-yGexCy interface (at profile time 1250-1500s)
confirmed the segregation of Ge at the interface. Riley and Hall [41] have reported a
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small amount of elemental Ge in anodized oxide on Si0.84Ge0.16 alloy film. In contrast,
Fig. 5.26 shows a significantly higher concentration of elemental Ge in the bulk and at















Fig. 5.26 Montage of Ge 3d of oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample




















 Fig. 5.27 XPS depth profiles of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 sample
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Figure 5.27 is the XPS depth profile of the same sample as shown in Fig. 5.25
and Fig. 5.26. It is not possible to see clearly the GeO2 in Fig. 5.27 due to the thin layer
thickness and low concentration. The Ge pile-up at the SiO2/Si1-x-yGexCy interface (in
the range from 1250 to 2000s) is clearly shown in the picture. These results are similar
to those reported by Nayak et al. [25] on rapid thermal oxidized Si1-xGex strained layers.
They reported a rejection of Ge in the oxide and a Ge-rich layer at the SiO2/Si1-xGex
interface. We will present our electrical characterization results of rapid thermal
oxidized SiO2/Si1−x−yGexCy interface in Chapter 6.
5.3 Summary
The structural properties of as-grown and rapid thermal processed Si1-x-yGexCy
alloys are characterized using various structural analysis techniques. Incorporating
substitutional C into the Si1−xGex system can either partially, fully or over compensate
the compressive strain of the alloys. A full strain compensation was achieved at a Ge:C
ratio of 8.56:1 for our samples. This is in good agreement with the theoretical ratio of
8.2:1 obtained from Vegard’s law. Substitutional C is not stabilized when the
processing temperature is higher than 900°C. The substitutional C can change to the
more stable phase β-SiC. In the case of RTO films, CO or CO2 outdiffusion greatly
reduced the amount of SiC precipitation. The loss of the substitutional carbon is
responsible for the strain change of the thermal processed samples. Similar to the
oxidation of Si1−xGex alloy, the direct oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy also led to a Ge
pile-up at oxide/epitaxial-layer interface.
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Chapter 6  Electrical characterization of rapid thermal oxides
on Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
In the first part of this chapter, the electrical properties of rapid thermal oxides
grown on Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys at 1000°C are presented. The
qualities of the oxide/Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy MOS capacitors are examined using
capacitance−voltage (C−V), capacitance-time (C-t), and deep level transient
spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements to extract parameters such as substrate doping
concentration, fixed charge density, interface trap density and minority carrier lifetime.
The insulating and reliability properties of rapid thermal oxides are assessed by the
current density versus electrical field (J-E) plots and current stressing measurements.
MOS structures with oxide grown at 1000°C showed a rather abnormal substrate
doping concentration, which was attributed to SiC precipitates. As the structural
characterization results in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2) showed that substitutional C was still
stable after RTA at 800°C, we tried to grow oxides at 800°C in an O2 or N2O ambient.
The electrical results of these oxides are reported in the second part of this chapter. The
effects of oxidation temperature and oxidation ambient on the electrical properties are
discussed.
6.1 Electrical characterization of oxides grown at 1000°C
6.1.1 High frequency C-V characteristics
The high frequency C-V characteristics of rapid thermal oxidized Si,
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples are presented in Fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1 The HF-CV characteristics of RTO oxides on Si, Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy substrates
Doping concentration of substrates
It is quite clear that the normalized inversion capacitance values (Ci) are higher
for the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples than that of Si0.887Ge0.113 or Si samples. Using the C-V
characteristics shown above, the depletion depth (XdHF) and apparent doping (NappHF) as
a function of applied gate potential (VG) can be computed as [1, 2].

























where εSi is the permittivity of substrate, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area,
and q is the electron charge. Note the term “apparent doping” refers to the contributions
of both fixed charge and mobile charge. The high frequency apparent doping vs depth
profiles of different samples are shown below.
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Fig.6.2 Effective doping concentrations of Si, Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys after RTO at
1000°C
From the data shown in Fig. 6.2, it is clear that the dopant concentration in
epitaxial Si is ~1.7×1015cm−3 and the maximum depletion depth (Xdm) is around 710nm.
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This is quite reasonable because the silicon buffer layer is unintentional doped. The
apparent doping in Si0.887Ge0.113 is about 6.7×1015cm-3 and maximum depletion width
(Xdm) is around 340nm. This is slightly higher than that of Si sample. Note that the
thickness of epitaxial Si buffer layer is around 200nm and that of the epitaxial SiGe
layer is 100nm. For the epitaxial Si and Si0.887Ge0.113 samples, the maximum depletion
depths extend beyond the epitaxial layer region and penetrate into the Si substrate.
When C is incorporated into the Si0.887Ge0.113 system, the apparent doping
increases from 5.7×1017cm-3 (C=0.59%) to 1.8×1018cm-3 (C=1.84%). This is about 100
times larger than that of the Si0.887Ge0.113 sample. On the other hand, the maximum
depletion width shrinks from 38 to 25.6nm, which confirm that all the depletion regions
are within the epitaxial Si1−x−yGe0.113Cy layers.
It is interesting to note that RTO oxide grown on Si1−xGex films by Nayak et al.
[3] did not show any abnormal doping after oxidation. Low temperature oxidation of
Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys were conducted by Li et al. [4], Mukhopadhyay et al.
[5], Saha et al. [6] and Ray et al. [7] using ECR plasma, ion beam oxidation and the
microwave plasma oxidation. The temperature of oxidation in those cases [4-7] ranged
from 150°C to 200°C due to the plasma discharge. The C-V characteristics of these
samples [4-7] showed normal doping concentration after oxidation. Therefore, we
conclude that the apparent high doping concentration in our oxidized samples is related
to the higher oxidation temperature on the carbon. This point will be further discussed
in detail in Section 6.1.2.
Fixed charge density
The fixed charge density (Nf) is an important parameter to evaluate the oxide/Si
interface quality, as it will influence the MOSFET device parameter such as threshold
voltage. Nf was obtained by comparing the experimental curve with the ideal C−V curve
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calculated from known parameters (Tox, Nd). The shift in mid-gap voltage ∆Vmidgap (to










Table 6.1 The shift of flat band voltage, fixed charge density and doping concentration of
different samples











In contrast to the pure Si buffer sample, all Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples show a
negative fixed charge. It is obvious from Table 6.1 that Nf is around 1.5~2.0×1011 for
the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy films. Ahn et al. [8, 9] suggested that Si-O-Si and Si-O-Ge bonds
can form during oxidation of Si1−xGex layer. The Ge-O bond is weaker and can be
broken leaving a Si-O- dangling bond with another Si atom. The Si-O- dangling bond
can trap an electron and become negatively charged. If the elemental Ge originates from
the Ge atom detached from Si-O-Ge bond, then the elemental Ge concentration should
be related to Nf. Nf is not sensitive to C concentration in Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys. The
sloper of C-V curves in depletion region for sample with C should mainly come from
the contribution of interface trap density discussed later.
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Interface trap density
From Figure 6.1, the interface state density of the Si-SiO2 system is less than
that of the SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 system. For the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples, the stretch-out
in the C-V characteristics increases with an increase in C concentration. We use the Hill













































where the Gmax is the maximum conductance in the G-V curve at 1MHz and Cm is the
capacitance when the bias corresponds to the Gmax.
Table 6.2 The interface state density of different samples
Sample Gmax (S) Cox (F) Cm (F) Dit(/cm2eV)
Si 4.26×10-7 8.23×10-11 1.06×10-11 3.54×1010
Si0.89Ge0.11 1.46×10-5 6.04×10-11 2.66×10-11 2.96×1011
Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 2.18×10-5 8.65×10-11 5.56×10-11 1.07×1012
Si0.8738Ge0.11C0.0132 2.77×10-5 6.27×10-11 4.22×10-11 1.57×1012
Si0.8686Ge0.11C0.0184 6.81×10-5 9.55×10-11 6.41×10-11 3.55×1012
It is clear that the interface density increases from 2.96×1011 to
3.55×1012eV−1cm-2 as the C concentration increases from 0 to 1.84%. Zaumseil et al.
[10] studied the thermal stability of Si0.597Ge0.391C0.012 superlattice structures and found
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that in contrast to the Si1−xGex sample, C strongly increases the interdiffusion of Ge and
Si. The activation energy of this diffusion process for a Ge content of 40% decrease
from ~ 4.8eV for pure SiGe to about 2.0eV with an additional C content of 1.2%. In our
case, the ease of interdiffusion between Si and Ge may lead to the much more selective
oxidation of Si. This results in more Ge atoms segregating at the SiO2/Si1−x−yGexCy
interface. So the amount of Ge pile-up at the interface would increase as the C content
increased. As the increase in Ge pile-up at the SiO2/Si1−x−yGexCy interface will increase
the misfit dislocation, it may be related to the higher interface trap density at the
SiO2/Si1−x−yGexCy interface.
6.1.2 Effect on C related defect on oxide/epi-layer interface properties
In this section, a detailed study on the SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 and SiO2-
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy systems was carried out using high-low frequency C-V, C-t, DLTS
and the frequency dependent C−V technique to investigate the role of C of the electrical
properties on the oxide/Si1−x−yGexCy system.
(i) High-low frequency Capacitance-voltage characteristics
The Hill and Coleman’s method [22] using the high frequency C-V and G-V
results only provide a single interface trap density value at mid-gap. In order to study
the distribution of interface trap within the whole bandgap of semiconductor, a
combination of high-frequency (1MHz) and quasi-static capacitance-voltage (QSCV)
characteristics are needed. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3. The interface trap density
distributions were calculated using the standard method listed by Nicollian and Brews
[11]. The “U” shape distribution of the interface state in the Si0.887Ge0.113 sample, shown
in Fig. 6.4, is similar to that observed for the SiO2-Si system. The value of Dit at mid-
gap is 3.15×1011eV−1cm−2. This is also in good agreement with our previous result,
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determined using the Hill and Coleman’s method. Note that in Fig. 6.4, a higher
interface state density was found throughout the bandgap for the
oxide/Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 system. Note that there are two humps in the QSCV curves of
the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 sample in Fig. 6.3. This leads to two minimal points in the
interface state distribution. It shows that the property of interface traps in the
SiO2−Si1−x−yGexCy system is different from that in the SiO2−Si1−xGex system. It seems
that the origin of interface states in the oxide/Si1−x−yGexCy system may not be solely
explained by Ge pile-up as in the oxide/Si1−xGex system. The C residue near the
SiO2/SiGeC interface may also play a role as another type of interface trap [17].




















Fig. 6.3 Quasi-static and high frequency (1MHz) C-V characteristics of capacitor fabricated on
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates
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 from C-V of Si0.887Ge0.113 sample
 from C-V of Si0.887Ge0.113C0.059 sample






















 from DLTS result of Si0.887Ge0.113 sample
Fig 6.4 Interface trap density (Dit) and capture cross section (σn) of capacitor fabricated on
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates
(ii) Frequency dependence of capacitance-voltage characteristics
In order to monitor the response of interface states to the superimposed ac
signal, the C−V characteristics were also measured at different frequencies on SiO2−Si,
SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 and SiO2−Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples.
Figure 6.5 (a) shows that the SiO2−Si system shows no frequency dependence
from 500Hz to 1MHz. This is reasonable as the interface density is quite low. The main
part of the frequency response of Si0.887Ge0.113 samples is in the depletion region. The
hump in the lower frequency C-V curve is directly related to the interface states.
Compared with the SiO2−Si sample, the interface state density of the RTO
SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 sample, derived from Fig. 6.5(b), is one magnitude higher. The
higher interface density leads to the predominant response to the lower frequency.
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Fig. 6.5 C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated on Si (a), Si0.887Ge0.113 (b), and
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy (c)-(e) substrates measured at different frequencies
Note that all the C−V curves converge in the inversion region, regardless of the
measurement frequency. It means the minority carriers can not respond to ac signal with
frequency higher than 500Hz.
However, the frequency dependent of C-V characteristics of the
SiO2−Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy system, shown in Figs. 6.5 (c-e), are very different. Firstly, the
predominant dispersion in the depletion region indicated a higher interface state density
than that of the SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 or SiO2−Si systems.
The interesting point in the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples lies in the inversion part of
the C−V characteristics. The inversion region of the SiO2−Si1−x−yGexCy system shows a
behavior usually observed in the SiO2-Si system biased under the quasi-static situation.
As far as the effect of C concentration is concerned, it is also quite obvious that the
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starting frequency, at which the C-V curve shows a quasi-static behavior, reduces as the
C amount increases. For example, the C−V curve of the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 sample
measured at 10 kHz still behaves like a typical high frequency C-V curve. On the other
hand, the 10 kHz C−V curves of the Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 and Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184
samples already show an increase of capacitance in the inversion region.
It is well known [11] that the capacitance in the inversion region is related to the
frequency response of the minority carriers. If the frequency is too high, the minority
carriers will not be able to follow the change in the electrical field. From the C−V
curves shown in Fig. 6.5, we can predict that the minority carrier lifetimes of the
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples are smaller than that of the Si and Si0.887Ge0.113 samples as
they can respond to a relatively higher frequency in the inversion region.
(iii) Capacitance−time (C−t) characteristics
In order to examine the effect of C on the quality of the substrate, capacitance
versus time (C-t) measurements were carried out. The MOS capacitor was firstly biased
in the accumulation region, then a sharp step voltage was applied to force it to deep
depletion. The transient process of capacitance recovery to inversion mode was
monitored. The C-t characteristics of RTO MOS capacitors fabricated on epitaxial Si,
Si0.887Ge0.113, and Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 substrates are shown in Fig. 6.6. The recovery
times are 2s and 0.1s for epitaxial Si and Si0.887Ge0.113 samples, respectively. For the
capacitor fabricated on the Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 substrate, no transient process can be
found from the measurement, which means that the recovery time is already less than
the equipment detection limitation (1ms). Using the method described in Chapter 3, the
minority carrier generation lifetimes of epitaxial Si and Si0.887Ge0.113 substrates were
derived to be 1.66µs and 0.011µs, respectively. The minority carrier lifetime obtained
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here is much lower than that reported by Hall et al. [26]. They reported a value of 35µs
for n-type Si:SiGe:Si LPCVD grown structure with doping density 4×1015 cm-3 [27] and
0.58~2.6µs for p-type structure with boron doping concentration of 2.5×1015 cm-3
grown by UHVCVD [28]. The much lower minority carrier lifetime in our Si0.887Ge0.113
sample may be due to the Ge pileup as a result of direct oxidation of SiGe. For the
Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 substrate, the minority carrier lifetime should be less than 2.54ps.
For samples with higher C concentration (C=1.32 and 1.84%), the minority carrier
lifetimes were also out of the equipment detection limit and their C-t characteristics
behaved like Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 substrate. From the frequency dependence of the C-V
curves shown in the previous section, we can predict that the minority carrier lifetime
become shorter for samples with higher C concentration.





















































Fig. 6.6 Capacitance versus time (C-t) characteristics of MOS capacitor fabricated on epi-Si,
Si0.887Ge0.113, and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates
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The generation of minority carriers is due to the existence of deep level traps
inside the semiconductor [11]. The short minority carrier lifetime suggests a higher
amount of deep level defects in the semiconductor substrate.
The lower minority carrier lifetime is also in agreement with the high effective
doping concentration extracted from high-frequency C-V curves of Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy
samples. Therefore, we will try to perform the DLTS experiment on Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples to study the defect density.
(iv) Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurement
DLTS experiments (from 30 to 315K) were carried out on MOS structures
fabricated on Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates to characterize the bulk
and interface traps of these systems. The reverse bias (Vr) was varied between -1 to
0.1V, and the pulse height (Vp) from 0.1 to 1.2V with the pulse width fixed at 10ms.
This is sufficient for all interface traps to be filled up. It was found that the C-V
characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated on Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 films varied
significantly at different temperatures (see Fig. 6. 10(b), to be discussed later). This
makes the analysis of DLTS results rather tricky. However, the C-V characteristics of
MOS capacitors fabricated on Si0.887Ge0.113 films were well behaved (see Fig. 6.10(a))
and therefore the interface trap density were calculated from the DLTS results.
Figure 6.7 shows the DLTS spectra of a SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 sample at different
pulse heights with Vr =-0.2V. According to Murray et al. [21], to obtain an accurate
interface state value, Vp should be selected when the DLTS output signal is saturated.
From Fig.6.7, it is clear that 0.5V is sufficient to obtain the saturated DLTS signal. On
the other hand, too large a Vr value was not adopted as we would like to keep a narrow
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energy window within the bandgap such that the interface state density can be
considered as a constant.




















Fig. 6.7 DLTS spectra of Al-SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 capacitors at different pulse heights Vp
The DLTS signals at different reverse biases with fixed pulse height are shown
in Figure 6.8. It is obvious that the temperature corresponding to the peak DLTS signal
shifts with an increase in Vr. As pointed out in Chapter 3, the DLTS output from a
discrete bulk trap should be fixed at a particular temperature irrespective of changes in
the reverse bias. On the other hand, the temperature corresponding to the DLTS peak
from continuously distributed interface traps should vary when the reverse bias is
changed. The results in Fig. 6.8 suggest that our DLTS signals are due to interface traps
with a continuous distribution in energy.
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Fig. 6.8 DLTS spectra of Al-SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 capacitors at different reverse biases Vr
The energy position of interface states can be obtained from an Arrhenius plot of
DLTS curves at different emission rates en. An example of the DLTS spectra of the
SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 capacitor at different scanning window rates and its Arrhenius plot
are shown in Fig. 6.9. The interface trap density Dit and the capture cross-section ?n?
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 Vr=-0.5 Vp=0.5 t2=200ms
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Fig. 6.9 (a) The DLTS spectra of Al-SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 capacitor at different scanning window rates
(b) Arrhenius plot of ln(en/T2) vs 1/T
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The calculated values of Dit and σn using the above equations, based on data
shown in Fig. 6.8 are shown in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen from Fig. 6.4 that the Dit values,
obtained from the DLTS experiments are in good agreement with that obtained from the
C-V measurements. The value of σn was found to be 10−17cm2, a value similar to that
obtained for the Si-SiO2 system. Ahn et al.[9] have identified both interface and bulk
traps from their DLTS results on MOS structures fabricated on Si0.9Ge0.1 films. The
bulk traps were suggested to be due to divacancy related traps. The bulk traps DLTS
signal of Ahn et al. was significantly reduced after postmetallization annealing (PMA).
All the samples used in our work were subjected to a PMA at 400°C in forming gas
(90% N2+ 10% H2) for 30mins. The PMA duration in our case is much longer than Ahn
et al. (10-30s) and it is possible that our PMA process has significantly reduced the
divacancy related traps such that ‘bulk traps’ are not observed in our case.
(v) Temperature dependence of C-V characteristics
Figures 6.10 (a) and (b) show the C-V curves of capacitors fabricated on
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 alloys measured at 85K-400K. It can be seen from
Fig. 6.10(a) that the C-V curves of capacitors with Si0.887Ge0.113 substrate at different
temperatures behave similar to that of the Si-SiO2 system. The C-V characteristics of
capacitors fabricated on Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrate (Fig. 6.10 (b)), however, show a
different behavior from that of Si-SiO2 system. The minimum capacitance increases as
the temperature increases from 85 to 400K. The apparent doping concentrations
obtained from C-V curves at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.11.
The doping concentrations obtained from capacitors fabricated on Si0.887Ge0.113
substrate remain constant at 8×1015cm-3 as the measurement temperature changes from
85 to 400K. Note that no intentional doping was carried out during the epitaxial growth
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of buffer Si and the Si0.887Ge0.113 layers. The dopant concentration in the buffer and
epitaxy layers can be assumed to be similar to the doping concentration of the Si wafer
(phosphorous of concentration 5×1015cm-3) [13]. This roughly agrees with the doping
concentration shown in Figure 6.11 for capacitors on Si0.887Ge0.113 substrates.
We have obtained an activation energy of 0.32eV from Fig. 6.11 for the
Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples. The doping concentration increases from 3.5×1016cm-3 to
1.08×1018cm-3 as temperature increases from 85K to 400K. The accumulation
capacitance of the capacitors (see Fig. 6.10 (b)) reduces significantly at T=85 and 100K.
As SiC precipitation was found in our TEM results (see Chapter 5, section 5.2.1.4), we
believe the changes in doping concentration with measurement temperature of the
oxidized Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples must be related to the formation of the SiC
precipitates. However, no explaination on the reduced accumualtion capacitance in
Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 sample can be found at present time.
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Fig. 6.10 The C-V (1MHz) curves of (a) Al-SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 (b) Al-SiO2-Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 capacitors
at different temperatures
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Fig. 6.11 Doping concentrations obtained from the C-V curves of Al−SiO2−Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Al−SiO2−Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 capacitors at different temperatures
(vi) Effects of oxidation and anneal process on C-V characteristics
Two small pieces of Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples from a wafer were cut and
cleaned. One piece underwent a RTA in N2 ambient at 1000°C for 300s. Then, the
annealed and the as−grown Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples were put into a PECVD
chamber to deposit SiO2 at 150°C using SiH4 and N2O as source gases. The MOS
capacitors are fabricated using the metallization and post metallization annealing
methods describled in Chapter 4. The thickness of the deposited oxide was ~12.5-13.5
nm. Figure 6.12 shows the C-V and G-V curves of these two samples measured at
1MHz.
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Fig. 6.12 (a) HF C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated by PECVD SiO2 deposited on as-
grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 alloys




















Fig. 6.12 (b) G-V characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated by PECVD SiO2 deposited on as-
grown and rapid thermal annealed Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 alloys
Compared to the as-grown sample, the Cmin of MOS capacitor fabricated on
annealed Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrate increases to 38.1pF. The substrate doping
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concentrations were calculated to be 7.54×1015cm-3 and 5.17×1017cm-3 for the as-grown
and RTA samples, respectively. Note that the clockwise direction hysterisis loop is
found in the C-V curves in Fig. 6.12 (a). The clockwise hysterisis in C-V curves is due
to slow near-interface traps in the oxide [7]. It is expected that there are lots of H
residues inside the PECVD oxides deposited at 150°C, which can act as trap center. The
substrate doping concentration of the as-grown Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 sample is similar to
the Si substrate. It means that C in the as-grown Si1−x−yGexCy alloys does not introduce
extra doping concentration. This is in contrast to the argument of Osten and
Gaworzewski [20]. The abnormal doping concentration shown in the RTA sample is a
result of SiC precipitates. The G-V characteristics of the two samples are shown in Fig.
6.12 (b). The conductance in the inversion mode changed from 1.39×10-6S for the as-
grown sample to 1.39×10-5S for RTA sample. The higher conductance in the inversion
region is mainly due to higher generation and recombination [11]. The C-V curves of
the two samples measured at different frequencies shown in Figs. 6.13 (a) and (b). The
different behavior between the two capacitors at inversion region also indicates a shorter
minority carrier lifetime for the sample that underwent the RTA process. It is also noted
that there is a clear peak observed in the depletion region of C-V, especially at the lower
measurement frequency. There are two possible explainations for such a peak. One is
the interface trapping and detrapping at relative lower a.c. singal, which means the
interface trap capacitance is dominating at such a low frequency. Another possible
reason is due to the presence of localized or dicrete interface states. The C-t
characteristics of the two samples are also shown in Fig. 6.14 (a) and (b). The minority
carrier lifetime obtained for the as-grown Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 sample is 0.014µs from
Figs. 6.14 (a). This value is quite close to that of Si0.887Ge0.113 sample that underwent the
1000°C RTA process. It means that C incorporation will not introduce extra deep levels
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in the as−grown sample. The capacitance transient behavior of the RTA sample is
similar to the RTO sample shown in Fig. 6.6(c). It means that the formation of deep
level traps and the reduction in minority carrier lifetime are only related to any thermal
process which can lead to SiC precipitation, no matter it was formed in oxygen or inert
ambient.






















































Fig. 6.13 C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated by PECVD SiO2 deposited on as-grown
(a) and rapid thermal annealed (b) Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 alloys measured at different frequencies
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Fig. 6.14 The capacitance versus time (C-t) characteristics of MOS capacitors fabricated by PECVD
SiO2 deposited on as-grown (a) and rapid thermal annealed (b) Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 alloys
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6.1.3 Current-voltage characteristics of oxides on Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy
alloys
The current density versus field (J−E) characteristics of MOS capacitors
measured under a positive gate bias, Vg (substrate injection), condition are shown in
Fig.6.15. As the voltage drop in the semiconductor is quite small compared to that in
oxide in the accumulation mode, the electrical field can be approximated as Vg over the
oxide thickness. The lower leakage current (in the range of pA) at low (< 4MV/cm)
fields demonstrates the good insulating properties of the oxides.
The electrical conduction mechanism of SiO2 at high fields follows the well-



























where e is the electron charge, ΦB is the barrier height between substrate-SiO2 interface,
m and m* are the effective mass of electron in vacumm and the conduction band of
SiO2, repsectively.
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Fig. 6.15 I-V characteristic of rapid thermal oxidized Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples
From Fig. 6.15, the onset of Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is almost the same for
Si0.89Ge0.113, Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 and Si0.8738Ge0.11C0.0132 samples at 8MV/cm. The plots
of ln(J/E2) versus 1/E of different samples are shown in Fig. 6.16. The slopes of the
plots provide the barrier height for electron injection from the substrate into the oxide.
The barrier height of electron injection from the substrate into the oxide is an
important parameter of an oxide/semiconductor system. It is interesting to note that the
barrier height at the oxide/Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy systems generally reduces from 3.48eV to
2.71 eV as the amount of carbon incorporation increases from 0 to 1.84%. We suspect
that the lower barrier height may suggest a rougher oxide/substrate interface for the
Si1−x−yGexCy samples. We believe this rough interface resulted in a higher electrical
field at the local region of interface and lead to a lower effective barrier height.
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Fig. 6.16 The plot of ln(J/E2) versus 1/E of rapid thermal oxides grown on Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples
The breakdown fields (Ebd) of SiO2/Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy capacitors were found to be
in the range of 10−14MV/cm (see Table 6.3). These breakdown field values indicate
that the oxide grown by rapid thermal oxidation on Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy at 1000°C exhibit a
much better insulating property than those grown by various low temperature methods
[4−7]. The breakdown fields of oxides grown at low temperature were normally
observed to be in the range of 5−8MV/cm. As far as the effect of C concentration is
concerned, the higher C amount in the as-grown sample, the lower the breakdown field.
This may be due to a rougher interface as a result of C precipitation.
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Table 6.3 The breakdown electric field and barrier potential height of Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy
samples





6.1.4 Constant current stressing
We monitored the change of gate voltage (∆VG) of the MOS capacitors under a
constant current density of 30 nA/cm2 with positive bias to the Al gate. The constant-
current stress measurements were performed to determine the charge trapping behavior
and the oxide reliability. The results are shown in Fig. 6. 17. The positive ∆VG shift for
all the samples in Fig. 6.17 shows electron trapping characteristics. The electron trap
generation is higher for Si0.887Ge0.113 than the Si1-x-yGexCy samples. Our SIMS results
(see Fig. 5.25) showed that during rapid thermal oxidation of Si1-x-yGexCy samples,
some of the C is consumed via formation of CO2 or CO while the rest remains in the
oxide. Carbon atoms in the oxide have been reported [17] to act as positive charges. All
of these non-substitutional C may contribute to hole traps and hence decreases electron
trap generation [18].
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 Fig.6.17 The voltage built up process of constant current stressingfor Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples
The charge to breakdown (Qbd) value is another standard parameter used to
assess oxide reliability. Figure 6.18 shows that the Qbd value of Si0.887Ge0.113 sample is
higher than the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples. The Qbd (x axis) is extracted during constant
current stress (1µA/cm2) experiment by Iconstant*t. As far as the Si0.887Ge0.113 sample is
concerned, the 0.02C/cm2 is around one order of magnitude higher than the results of
SiO2 deposited on Si0.88Ge0.12 substrate using remote plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition reported by Sharma et al. [24]. This indicates a better oxide quality obtained
from rapid thermal oxidation compared to the remote plasma enhanced CVD. For
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples, the Qbd value decreases with an increase in the C
concentration. During oxidation, the outdiffusion of C atoms in the Si1−x−yGexCy
samples may cause a conducting path between the two electrode (Al/SiO2 and SiO2/
Si1−x−yGexCy) interfaces to be formed via randomly generated traps in the oxide. Such a
conducting path will reduce the Qbd value of the film. Also, the probability of a
conducting path forming increases with an increase in the C concentration in the film.
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Fig. 6.18 The Charge-to-breakdown (Qbd) of rapid thermal oxides on Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy
samples
6.2 Electrical results of 800°C grown rapid thermal oxides
Although the insulating property of oxides grown at 1000°C on Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy
alloys was shown to be reasonable, the interface quality of the SiO2/Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy
system is rather poor. In addition, the abnormally high substrate doping concentration
also indicated a degradation of the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy substrate. The structural
characterization results presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated a Ge pile-up at the
oxide/substrate interface. The possibility of SiC precipitates formation increased
significantly when rapid thermal oxidation was carried out at T> 900°C.
In order to avoid these negative effects caused by high temperature oxidation,
oxides were grown at a lower temperature of 800°C in pure O2 or N2O ambient for 600
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s. Note that the oxidation rate reduced significantly at lower oxidation temperature, a
longer oxidation time was adopted to obtain oxides with a reasonable thickness
(>4.0nm) for electrical characterization. We have chosen the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples
with the lowest C content (i.e. Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059) to minimize SiC precipitation. The
electrical results of Al-SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 capacitors were included for comparison
purpose.
6.2.1 Capacitance-voltage characteristics
Figure 6.19 shows the high-frequency C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors
with Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates. The oxide thicknesses, determined
from the accumulation capacitance of the C−V curves, were in the range from 4.0 to
5.4nm (see Table 6.4). A thinner oxide was obtained when grown in N2O ambient as
compared to O2 ambient for both Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates. The
different oxidation mechanisms in N2O ambient from that in O2 are responsible for the
lower oxide growth rate [19]. When oxidized in N2O ambient, N2O firstly decomposed
into NO and O2, which can react with Si to form Si-O and Si-N bonds. The nitrogen
incorporation in the early oxidation stage will act as a diffusion barrier against
subsequent oxidation diffusion and resulted in a much slower oxidation rate [23].
The substrate doping concentrations derived from the C-V curves are also listed
in Table 6.4. Taking a relative permittivity of the Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059
films to be 12.4 (a linearly extrapolated value between Si and Ge), the maximum
depletion widths are estimated to be ~400 and 40nm, respectively.
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Fig. 6.19 High-frequency (1MHz) C-V characteristics of MOS structures with Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates RTO at 800°C
Table 6. 4. Oxide thickness, conductivity, breakdown field, and interface density of RTO
oxides grown at 800°C and doping concentration on Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059
alloys. Also included here for comparison are the oxide thickness, conductivity,














O2(800°C) 5.4 2.50×10-15 9.06 1.56×1016 1.62×1012
Si0.887Ge0.113 N2O(800°C) 4.0 2.50×10-13 10.10 5.56×1015 2.42×1012
O2(1000°C) 17.9 3.98×10-16 12.53 6.70×1015 3.00×1011
O2(800°C) 4.3 1.00×10-14 9.75 1.06×1016 2.27×1012
Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0059 N2O(800°C) 4.1 1.50×10-13 9.30 1.30×1016 2.96×1012
O2(1000°C) 12.5 7.96×10-16 12.81 5.70×1017 1.10×1012
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For the Si0.887Ge0.113 films, the maximum depletion width will be extended into
the Si buffer layer. The Si buffer layer has a doping concentration of 5×1015-1×1016
cm−3. This has resulted in a doping concentration of 5.56×1015−1.56×1016 cm-3 for the
rapid thermal oxidized Si0.887Ge0.113 films. There are no significant differences in the
doping concentration of Si0.887Ge0.113 substrates when oxidized at 800°C and 1000°C.
For oxidized Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 films, Table 6.4 shows that the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059
samples oxidized at 800°C have a similar doping concentration as that of Si0.887Ge0.113
samples. Note that the substrate doping concentration of Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 oxidized at
1000°C (5.70×1017 cm-3) is more than 40 times larger than that oxidized at 800°C
(1.06×1016 cm-3). We also observed a normal minority carrier lifetime in
Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 films oxidized at 800°C from the C-V curves (take note only
inversion region) measured at different frequency, as shown in Fig. 6.20. This
observation means that the increase in the doping concentration directly links to the
formation of SiC precipitation in the Si1−x−yGexCy films. The results also demonstrated
that oxidation at lower temperatures can annihilate the degradation of the Si1−x−yGexCy
substrate.
The interface state density (Dit) of our samples, calculated from the Hill and
Coleman method, are listed in Table 6.4. Significant higher Dit values (1.62×1012
−2.96×1012 eV−1cm-2) are obtained for the 800°C oxides. The Dit values of oxides grown
at 1000°C with the Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates are 3.0×1011 and
1.1×1012 eV−1cm-2, respectively. As the interface trap density in the oxide/SiGe system
is related to the Ge pile-up at the oxide/substrate interface, it is reasonable to conclude
that Ge segregation cannot be avoided during oxidation even at a lower temperature of
800°C.
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Fig. 6.20 C-V curves of capacitors fabricated on Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 films oxidized at 800°C in O2 (a)
and N2O (b), measured at different frequencies
The fixed charge density (Nf) for oxides grown at 800 and 1000°C on the
Si0.887Ge0.113 substrate were found to be −1.38×1011 and −1.54×1011cm-2, respectively.
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The negative fixed oxide charge observed in 800°C shows that Ge pileup still occur in
such temperature.
6.2.2 Current-voltage characteristics
The I-V characteristics of oxide grown on Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059
alloys in N2O or O2 ambient are shown Fig. 6.21. The conductivities of oxides are
calculated from I-V curves at 4MV/cm. The conductivities of oxides grown on O2 (see
Table 6.4) are in the range between 1.0×10-14 and 2.50×10-15 Ω-1cm-1. The higher
conductivity values are reasonable due to the lower oxidation temperature. Fowler-
Nordheim transport properties can only be observed in the SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 samples.
A barrier height of 2.54eV was obtained from the ln(J/E2) versus 1/E plot for the SiO2-
Si0.887Ge0.113 system. The lower barrier height value for the SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 system (c.
f. to the Si-SiO2 system and SiO2-Si0.887Ge0.113 system formed at 1000°C in Table 6.4)
indicates a rougher interface and poorer oxide quality.
The sample with the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrate shows a rapid increase in
current with an electrical field exceeding 4MV/cm. It is interesting to note that oxides
grown on the Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates with N2O ambient are
more leaky (σ=1.5-2.55×10−13Ω−1cm−1) than the corresponding samples grown in O2
ambient.
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Fig. 6.21 I-V characteristics of oxides grown on Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 substrates in N2O
or O2 ambient, RTO at 800°C
As far as electrical strength is concerned, the breakdown fields for all the oxides
grown at 800°C are significantly lower than the breakdown field (10-14MV/cm) of
oxides grown at 1000°C. A relatively higher breakdown field value of the 800°C oxides
on the Si0.887Ge0.113 samples grown in N2O (10.1MV/cm) than that grown in O2
(9.75MV/cm) is also observed in Table 6.4. The increase in breakdown field for sample
with N incorporation may be related to the more robust properties of Si-N bond than
that of Si-O [25].
6.3 Summary
Electrical characterization of rapid thermal oxides grown at different
temperatures (800°C and 1000°C) on Si, Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys has been
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carried out using the high frequency C-V (capacitance-voltage), DLTS (deep-level
transient spectrum), I-V (current-voltage) and constant current stressing (CCS) methods.
For oxides grown at 1000°C, the interface state density increased from 3×1011 to
3×1012/cm2eV and the negative fixed charge density increased from 1.5×1011 to 4×1012
/cm2 when the C concentration increased from 0 to 1.84%. The DLTS results of oxides
on Si1−xGex showed that no detectable bulk defect was formed during high temperature
oxidation. The C-related defect formed after high temperature process (in inert or O2
ambient) can be electrically activated at high temperatures, which led to a high effective
doping concentration. These defects degraded the minority carrier lifetime such that
their C-t transient process cannot be measured. The C-V characteristics of oxides grown
at 800°C gave interface density in the range of 1012/cm2eV for Si1−xGex and
Si1−x−yGexCy samples. Compared to oxidation at 1000°C, a lower oxidation temperature
of 800°C can reduce the high doping concentration in the Si1-x-yGexCy sample. Oxides
grown at 1000°C showed a better insulating property than that grown at 800°C. The
high-field conduction mechanism for oxide grown at 1000°C was attributed to Fowler-
Nordheim tunneling. The barrier height and electrical breakdown field decreased with
an increased in the C concentration. The charge-to-breakdown value also reduced as C
content increased, which indicated that C outdiffusion was related to the formation of
traps and conductive paths in oxide.
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Chapter 7 Spectroscopic ellipsometry characterization of
as−grown and rapid thermal oxidized Si1−xGex and
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
As SiGe-based materials have also been proposed for applications of
optoelectronics device such as photodetectors [1], the study of the influence of C on the
optical properties of Si1−x−yGexCy is important. The investigation of the optical
properties of Si1−x−yGexCy films also provides useful information to the understanding of
the effect of C on the band structure of this system [5]. The optical results may also
provide relevant evidences to support our structural results of the as-grown and rapid
thermal processed Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
In this chapter, the complex dielectric function of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy
films was obtained using the spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) technique. The critical
point parameters such as interband transition energy and broadening factor were
obtained from the second derivative of the dielectric function. For the as-grown sample,
the effect of substitutional C incorporation on the interband transition was examined.
For the RTO samples, the influence of an oxide layer on the SE measurement was
investigated. After etching away the oxide, the impact of rapid thermal oxidation on the
dielectric function of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy substrates were also studied and
correlated to the structural results.
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Fig. 7.1 Pseudodielectric function vs photon energy for the as-grown Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy
alloys
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7.1 Dielectric function of as-grown Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy alloys
The pseudo-dielectric function versus photon energy plots for the as-grown
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si1-0.113-yGe0.113Cy alloys are shown in Fig. 7.1. The large amplitudes
of the E1 and E2 gaps of the Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples indicate the
good crystalline quality of the films. The energy and peak values of ε1 for
Si0.887Ge0.113 are comparable to that of highly strained SiGe films reported by Lee [2].
However, the amplitudes of ε2 at E1 and E2 gaps decrease with an increase in C
concentration. The reduction of peak amplitude is due to the alloying effect and
stoichiometric deformation of the films.
In order to find out the critical point (CP) accurately, the second order
derivatives of the dielectric function with respect to the photon energy are shown in
Fig. 7.2. The mathematic detail of curve fitting has been described in Section 4.4 in
Chapter 4.
The simulated curves using the critical point energy and broadening factor
values listed in Table 7.1 are plotted in Fig. 7.2. In general, good agreement is
obtained between the experimental and the simulated results. The CP point around
3.2eV is attributed to the E1, the direct transition between Λ1 conduction and Λ3
valence band (see band structure curve of Fig. 3.15). The peak near 3.35eV comes
from the E0’, the direct transition between Γ15 conduction and Γ25’ valence bands. As
discussed in Chapter 2, due to the fact that the Ge concentration is less than 20% in
our case, the transition E1+∆1, the spin-orbit splitting of Λ3 valence bands cannot be
distinguished from E1.
Following the empirical Equation (2.8) listed in Section 2.2.4 in Chapter 2, the
Ge concentration extracted from the E1 critical point gives a Ge concentration of 14%.
It is different from the 11.3% determined by XRD result. The equation (2.8) is
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obtained by Zhang et al using Si1-xGex sample grown by MBE method. Our samples
are fabricated by the RTCVD method. The SE measurement is quite sensitive to the
surface roughness. Thus, the difference may be due to the slight difference in sample
surface roughness among samples fabricated using different methods [11].
Table 7.1 Critical point position and broadening factor used in the lineshape analysis of
second derivative of pseudo-dielectric function of as-prepared Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si1−0.113−yGe0.113Cy alloys
Sample E1 (eV) Γ1 (eV) E0' (eV) Γ0' (eV)
Si0887Ge0.113 3.195 0.136 3.369 0.173
Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 3.201 0.149 3.381 0.185
Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 3.233 0.157 3.383 0.201
Si0.8686Ge0.11C0.0184 3.274 0.197 3.379 0.275
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Fig. 7.2 Second derivatives of the pseudodielectric function of as-grown Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys
We now examine the effect of C incorporation on the interband transition
energy. The peak positions of E1 and E0’ versus C concentration is plotted in Fig.7.3.
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It is obvious that the E1 transition energy increases with the C concentration in a
linear relationship as
E1(x) = 3.1857+0.04272x (7.1)










Fig. 7.3 Energies of the E1 and E0’ critical points of as-grown Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys as a function of
C concentration
The observation that E1 increases with C content is in agreement with reports
published in the literature. Kissinger et al. [3] observed an increase of E1 at a rate of
30meV/%[C] in MBE grown Si1-yCy. Bonan et al. [4] used the RTCVD Si1−x−yGexCy
samples and showed different C dependence rates as 16meV/%[C] for 8% Ge sample
and 29meV/%[C] for 18% Ge sample. A value of 42meV/%[C] in our sample with
11.3% Ge (shown in Fig. 7.3) is larger than what others have reported. The reason of




The broadening factor (Γ) of E1 also increases from 0.137eV, 0.149eV,
0.157eV to 0.197eV as C concentration increase from 0 to 1.84%. The large
broadening parameters are also found in literatures [3-6] and were attributed to the
local distortion near the carbon atom due to the large misfit between Si and C atom.
On the other hand, the E0’ position is almost insensitive to the C fraction, as
shown in Fig. 7.3. The work of Bonan et al. [4] on Si1−x−yGexCy samples showed that
the E0’ transition cross with the E1 transition in the sample with 8% Ge and the E0’
transition crossed with the E1+∆1 transition in a sample with 18% Ge. The E1+∆1
transition was also found to be independent on carbon concentration.
It is interesting to note that the humps near 3.0 eV in Fig. 7.1 for
Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 are much pronounced in second
derivation spectrum shown in Fig.7.2. These peaks were also reported by Lee et al. [7]
and considered to be link to the C related defect energy within the epitaxial layer.
7.2 Dielectric function of rapid thermal oxidized Si1−xGex and
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
Figure 7.4 shows the ε2 versus photon energy plots of the as-grown and RTO
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys. Compared to the as-grown sample, the
intensities of dielectric function around the E1 transition energy decreases. The E2
transitions disappear for all the RTO samples.
The reduction in the amplitude of measured dielectric constant value can be
explained by the influence of oxide grown during the RTO process [8]. It is well
known that SiO2 is a good insulator with band gap of more than 8eV. Its interband
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transition takes place at higher energy level than that of the detection range of the
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) equipment. The impact of oxide on the measurement
comes from its influence on photon beam penetration depth [9]. In order to check the
influence of top oxide on the SE results, the penetration depths of the photon beam as
a function of photon energy for as-grown samples are computed and shown in Fig.
7.5.
According to the definition of optical parameter of solid [9], the absorption
coefficient k quantifies the exponential extinction of a light wave propagating in the
medium; the field amplitude is attenuated by a factor of exp(-kd/2) when traveling
across a distance d. Its inverse 1/k, is called the penetration depth. This is a useful
quantity providing information about thickness of material relevant in transmission,
reflection, and light scattering measurements. For example, the light reflected at an
interface lying at or deeper than 2/k cannot give much information about the interface
since its contribution to the intensity of the reflected light is attenuated more than 50
times during the forward and backward traversing of the absorbing slab.
Using the basic relationship between dielectric function and optical
parameters:
( )221 ikni −=+= εεε (7.2)
where n is refractive index and k is absorption coefficient. The penetration depth 1/k
can be calculated from experimental dielectric function as shown in Fig. 7.5.
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Fig. 7.4 Imaginary parts of the pseudo-dielectric function of as-grown and RTO Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys
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Fig. 7.5 The penetration depths of Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si1-0.113-yGe0.113Cy alloys as a function of photon
energy
The penetration depth is around 200Å and 80Å for the E1 and E2 transition
energies, respectively. The oxide thickness is in the range from 90Å to 150Å. Since
the photon beam with energy of E2 transition cannot penetrate the top oxide, only the
E1 transition can be observed but the amplitude of the dielectric constant also reduces
compared to the as-grown sample. We have to re-examine the film stack used in our
SE measurement here (refer to Section 4.4 in Chapter 4). The two layers (epitaxy
layer + Si substrate) is only valid for as-grown sample because normal native oxide
thickness is less than 20Å. This layer can be ignored compared to the light penetration
depth at E1 and E2 energy. When oxide with thickness around 100Å was grown on top
of epitaxy layer, the above two layers approximation was no longer valid. So the
measured result should be a mixture of oxide and epitaxy layer.
The E1 transition peak shifts towards lower energy for all RTO samples
relative to the as-prepared alloys, as shown in Fig. 7.4. This means that the transition
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occurs from a higher Ge content layer in the samples. The higher Ge content layer
could be due to the Ge pile up at the SiO2/substrate interface as a result of RTO. For
the oxidized samples with different C concentrations, as the E1 peak for the oxidized
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 samples are located at 3.07eV, this means that
the RTO process has reduced most of C in the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 film. For oxidized
Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 and Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 samples, the E1 peaks are located at
3.13eV and 3.15eV, respectively. These values are lower than the E1 peaks for their
respective as-grown samples. This suggests a lower C concentration left in the RTO
samples, as we have shown from our previous SIMS results in Section 5.2.1.3.
7.3 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry results of RTO substrates
To study the effect of oxidation on the optical properties of Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy substrates, SE measurements were performed after the oxide was
etched away using diluted HF (10%). The pseudo-dielectric functions of the etched
samples are shown in Fig. 7.6. Similarly, the spectra of the second derivatives of the
dielectric function with respect to the photon energy are plotted in Fig. 7.7. The E1
and E0’ transition energy peaks as a function of C concentration of the etched samples
are shown in Fig. 7.8. The parameters of critical point energy and boarding factor
used in the line-shape analysis are listed in Table. 7.2.
Table 7.2 Critical point position and broadening factor used in the lineshape analysis of second
derivative of pseudo-dielectric function of oxidized Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si1-0.113-yGe0.113Cy alloys
Sample E1 (eV) Γ1 (eV) E0' (eV) Γ0' (eV)
Si0887Ge0.113 3.064 0.160 3.299 0.167
Si0.8811Ge0.11C0.0059 3.081 0.169 3.349 0.197
Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 3.114 0.199 3.363 0.210
Si0.8686Ge0.11C0.0184 3.108 0.213 3.362 0.193
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Fig. 7.6 Pseudodielectric function vs photon energy for theRTO Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy
alloys








































































































































































Fig. 7.7 Second derivatives of the pseudo-dielectric function of RTO Si0.887Ge0.113 and
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys
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Fig. 7.8 Energies of the E1 and E0’ critical points as a function of C concentration for the RTO
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys with oxide etched away
As compared to the as-grown samples (Fig. 7.2), an even better fit between the
experimental and theoretical results is obtained for the oxide etched samples. Figure
7.8 show that the E1 transition is weakly dependent on the C content. This is
reasonable as the C concentrations in the samples were significantly reduced after
RTO. With the exception of the Si0.887Ge0.113 sample, the E0’ transition of the etched
samples is independent of the C content in the film.
It is worthwhile to note that we have observed no change in the mismatch
strain in the Si0.887Ge0.113 film after RTO at 1000°C for 270s Section 5.2.1.1.
Therefore, the reduction in the E1 value for the RTO Si0.887Ge0.113 film is unlikely to
be due to strain relaxation. On the other hand, we observed a Ge pile-up of ~16nm at
the SiO2-substrate interface after RTO from our SIMS experiments shown in Section
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5.2.1.3. As what we have calculated, the penetration depth of the light source used in
the SE experiments was ~20nm. Therefore, we attribute the reduction in the E1 value
in the RTO Si0.887Ge0.113 films to be due to the higher Ge concentration layer.
For Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy films, we found that the strain varied from compressive
(C=0.0059), fully compensated (C=0.0132) to tensile (C=0.0184), depending on the
carbon concentration in the film. After RTO at 1000°C for 270s, the mismatch strain
of the Si0.8811Ge0.113C0.0059 and Si0.8738Ge0.113C0.0132 films increases to a value
comparable to the Si0.887Ge0.113 films. However, the RTO Si0.8686Ge0.113C0.0184 film
showed both compressive and tensile strain. Due to the rather complicated patterns in
strain for the RTO Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy films, it would be inadvisable to discuss the
influence of strain on E1 without further experiments. On the other hand, we
discovered a Ge pile-up of similar thickness for the Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy films at the
SiO2-substrate interface after oxidation. The reduction in the E1 values of the RTO
Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy samples may partially be due to the Ge pile-up at the interface.
Figure 7.9 shows the refractive indices of the as-grown and etched
Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys. It is clear that the refractive index increases
with an increase in the incident radiation of less than 3.2eV. The increase in the
refractive index again indicates the presence of a high-Ge content layer in the etched
sample. The results presented here are in good agreement with Cuadras et al. [10]
using a normal ellipsometer with fixed wavelength laser beam and also support the Ge
segregation of oxidized samples observed in structural analysis.
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Fig. 7.9 Refractive indices of as-grown and RTO Si0.887Ge0.113 and Si0.887−yGe0.113Cy alloys
7.4 Summary
The dielectric function of as-grown and rapid thermal processed Si1−x−yGexCy
alloy were monitored using spectroscopic ellipsometry. A detailed lineshape analysis
revealed that C incorporation shifted the E1 transition to higher energy at a rate of
42mV/[C]%. As the rapid thermal oxide thickness is comparable to the incident light
penetration depth, the bi-layer film stack assumption used in SE measurement is no
longer valid. Compared with the as-grown sample, the lower energy of E1 transition
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position and the increase of refractive index (n) were mainly attributed to the Ge
pileup at the interface. The dependence of E1 position on C amount was no longer
valid after oxidation, which confirmed the C loss observed in structural analysis
presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 8  Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Conclusions
Due to the benefits that band structure engineering can offer without
sacrificing the compatibility with standard Si technology, there are intensive research
activities on Si-based group IV alloys. In this thesis, a detailed investigation was
carried out on the characterization of the structural, electrical and optical properties of
as-prepared and rapid thermal annealed and oxidized Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys
grown by rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD).
The structural properties of the as-prepared and rapid thermal processed
Si1−x−yGexCy alloy films have been investigated using the XRD, FTIR, TEM, XPS,
SIMS and Raman spectroscopy techniques. For the as-prepared samples,
incorporating substitutional C into the Si1−xGex system can either partially, fully or
over compensate the compressive strain of the alloys. A full strain compensation was
achieved at a Ge:C ratio of 8.56:1 for our samples. This is in good agreement with the
theoretical ratio of 8.2:1 from Vegard’s law. The results of RTA annealed
Si1−x−yGexCy films showed that C is not stabilized when the processing temperature is
higher than 900°C. The substitutional C can change to the more stable phase β-SiC as
thermal process higher than 900°C. In the case of RTO films, CO or CO2 outdiffusion
greatly reduced the amount of SiC precipitation. The loss of substitutional carbon is
responsible for the strain change of the thermal processed samples. For films with C
content equal or below full compensation, RTO reduced the C content such that the
oxidized films resembled close to that of the Si1−xGex film. For films with C content
that gave tensile strain, RTO reduced the C content such that two broad regions
existed in the film. The region with C content higher than that required for full strain
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compensation (albeit less than the original concentration) accounted for the broad
tensile peaks in the XRD results. The other region with lower C content was
responsible for the broad compressive peaks. Similar to the oxidation of Si1−xGex, the
direct oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy alloy also led to a Ge pile-up at oxide/epitaxial-layer
interface.
Electrical characterization of rapid thermal oxides grown at different
temperatures (800°C and 1000°C) on Si, Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy alloys has been
carried out using high frequency C-V (capacitance-voltage), DLTS (deep-level
transient spectrum), I-V (current-voltage) and constant current stressing (CCS)
method.
The C-V measurements of oxides grown at 1000°C revealed that the interface
state density increased from 3×1011 to 3×1012/cm2eV when the C concentration
increased from 0 to 1.84%. The negative fixed charge density were around
1.5~2.0×1011 /cm2 for Si1−x−yGexCy samples. We found Ge pile-up at the interface and
also the ease of Si, Ge inter-diffusion with C addition. The DLTS results of oxides on
Si1−xGex showed that no detectable bulk defect was formed during high temperature
oxidation. The temperature dependent C-V characteristics showed that high
temperature oxidation of Si1−x−yGexCy sample generated C-related defects that can be
electrically activated at high temperatures, which led to the high effective doping
concentration. Those defects degraded the minority carrier lifetime such that their C-t
transient process cannot be measured. The comparison of C-V curves using PECVD
oxide deposited on as-grown and annealed Si1−x−yGexCy substrates demonstrated that
the high substrate doping defect came from SiC formation during the high
temperature process that is independent of ambient.
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The C-V characteristic of oxides grown at 800°C showed interface densities in
the range of 1012/cm2eV for Si1-xGex and Si1-x-yGexCy samples. Compared to oxidation
at 1000°C, a lower temperature oxidation recipe at 800°C can reduce the huge doping
concentration in the Si1-x-yGexCy sample.
The I-V characteristics of oxides grown at 800°C and 1000°C showed a better
insulating property than oxides grown at 1000°C. The high-field conduction
mechanism for oxide grown at 1000°C followed the normal Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling. The barrier height and electrical breakdown field decreased with C
concentration, which implied a rougher interface. The charge-to-breakdown value
also reduced as C content increased, which indicated that the C out-diffusion was
related to the formation of traps and conductive paths in oxide.
The optical properties of the as as-prepared and rapid thermal oxidized
Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy films were characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE). The reduction of transition peak amplitudes with increase of C concentration
was due to the alloying effect and stoichiometric deformation of the films. A detailed
lineshape analysis revealed that C incorporation shifted the E1 transition to higher
energy at a rate of 42mV/[C]%. The boardening factor also increased from 0.137eV to
0.197eV as C concentration varied from 0 to 1.84%. Some of the C-related peak
around 3.0eV was found in some samples with good crystalline quality. SE
measurements with the oxide layer removed showed that this influence was mainly
coming from the penetration depth (The bi-layer film stack assumption in SE
measurement is no longer valid when RTO oxide is on top.). Compared with the as-
grown sample, the lower energy of E1 transition position and increase of refractive
index (n) were mainly attributed to the Ge pileup at the interface. The dependence of
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E1 position on C amount was no longer valid after oxidation, which confirmed the C
loss observed in previous structural analysis.
8.2 Recommendations
i) Mobility
The most important property of strained Si-based alloys is the enhancement of
carrier mobility compared to Si. According to theoretical analysis, the compressive
strain in Si1−xGex alloys will increase the hole mobility, while the higher electron
mobility in strained Si or Si1−yCy alloys are also attributed to the tensile strain.
This thesis does not deal with this important issue. It is mainly due to the
constraint of our sample structure. In the measurement of carrier mobility of thin
epitaxial layers by Hall effect, the influence of the thick substrate must be avoided.
Two types of structures are normally adopted. One is forming a P-N junction by
doping the substrate and epitaxial layer with different types. Another is to heavily
dope the epitaxial layer to confine the current mainly in the top thin layer. In the
fabrication of our samples, the substrate does not meet the above requirements.
Some suggestions of further work are made based on the availability of new
samples suitable for Hall effect measurements.
A. The relationship between substitutional C on the mobility of electron and hole in
Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
B. The effect of non-substitutional C on the mobility of Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
C. The annealing effect on the carrier mobility in Si1−x−yGexCy alloys.
ii) Ge concentration
The Ge concentration of Si1−xGex and Si1−x−yGexCy used in this study is
relatively low (11.3% and 20%). So the amount of strain and band split is also small.
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To obtain larger strain and band offset, the samples with higher Ge content should be
fabricated. The Ge amount dependence on thermal stability of alloys also need further
investigation.
iii) SiC formation
In this thesis, the linkage between SiC precipitation and degradation of
Si1−x−yGexCy substrate was found. A further investigation is necessary to clarify the
detailed relationship among the defect density, defect trap level and SiC formation
temperature and SiC amount.
iv) thin oxide
Compared to the oxide used in modern deep submicron CMOS technology
(eg., 20Å in 0.13µm CMOS), the oxide thickness used in this work is still quite large
(around 100Å). It is worth investigating oxide grown at even lower thermal budget
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